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A restudy of Pastiels' (1948) dinoflagellate cysts 
from the Early Eocene of Belgium 
by William Antony S. S A R J E A N T * 
(With five plates and one table) 
Résumé 
L'assemblage de cystes de Dinoflagellates du début de l'Eocène 
(Yprésien), décrit par PASTIELS (1948) est réexaminé d'après les 
types subsistants. Vingt-huit taxa au moins sont reconnus. Une 
nouvelle espèce, Cannosphaeropsis williamsii est fondée et deux 
nouvelles combinaisons, Nematosphaeropsis reticulensis (PAS-
TIELS, 1948) et Tityrosphaeridium exUimurum (DAVEY et WIL-
LIAMS, 1966a) sont proposées. Les diagnoses des familles Deflan-
dreaceae EISENACK, 1954 et Wetzeliellaceae VOZZHENNIKOVA, 
1961 et des espèces Nematosphaeropsis reticulensis, Glaphyrocysta 
exuberans (DEFLANDRE et CoOKSON, 1955) et G. pastielsi 
(DEFLANDRE et COOKSON, 1955) sont amendées. Le néotype de 
G. exuberans et le lectotype de Nematosphaeropsis reticulensis 
sont désignés. La morphologie de Polysphaeridium belgicum 
SARJEANT in DAVEY et al., 1969 et les conséquences de la distinc-
tion des genres Polysphaeridium DAVEY et WILLIAMS, 1966a 
emend. BUJAK et al., 1980b et Dapsilidinium DAVEY et WIL-
LIAMS, 1966b sont discutées. Au début de l'Eocène, les assem-
blages du nord-ouest de l'Europe sont très semblables à ceux des 
«Grand Banks», au large du Canada oriental. Par contre, les 
assemblages de cette dernière région se sont que partiellement 
comparables à ceux des plates-formes continentales du Labrador 
et de la Nouvelle-Ecosse (ici respectivement appelés «Association 
Bujak» et «Association Brideaux») et diffèrent nettement de ceux 
connus dans d'autres parties du monde. 
Abstract 
The Early Eocene (Ypresian) dinoflagellate cyst assemblage des-
cribed by PASTIELS (1948) is reassessed, on the basis of an exami-
nation of surviving type material. At least twenty-eight different 
taxa are recognized. The new species Cannosphaeropsis williamsii 
and the new combinations Nematosphaeropsis reticulensis (PAS-
TIELS, 1948) and Tityrosphaeridium exilimurum (DAVEY and WIL-
LIAMS, 1966a) are proposed. Emended diagnoses are formulated 
for the families Deflandreaceae EISENACK, 1954 and Wetzeliella-
ceae VOZZHENNIKOVA, 1961 and for the species N. reticulensis, 
Glaphyrocysta exuberans (DEFLANDRE and COOKSON, 1955) and 
G. pastielsii (DEFLANDRE and COOKSON, 1955). A neotype is 
selected for G. exuberans and a lectotype for N. reticulensis. The 
morphology of Polysphaeridium belgicum SARJEANT in DAVEY 
et al, 1969, and the problems presented by the generic separation 
of Polysphaeridium and Dapsilidinium, as comprehended by 
BUJAK et al., 1980b, are discussed. It is shown that, whereas there 
is great uniformity in Early Eocene assemblages between northeast 
* University of Saskatchewan, Geological Sciences, Saskatoon 
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Europe and the Grand Banks, offshore eastern Canada, the 
assemblages of the latter region differ in detailed composition 
from those of the Labrador and Scotian Continental Shelves 
(herein termed the "Bujak" and "Brideaux" Associations) and 
vary markedly from those recorded in other parts of the world. 
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I. - Introduction 
A brief history of the study of Eocene dinoflagellate 
cysts has been given in an earlier paper ( S A R J E A N T , 
1981, p . 99). Al though Eocene dinoflagellate cysts 
were first repor ted in 1892 and several t imes noted 
in subsequent papers , the earliest reasonably full 
account of an Eocene assemblage did not come 
until more than fifty years later, with the work of 
the Belgian strat igrapher and micropalaeontologist 
André Pastiels (1919-1970). 
P A S T I E L S ' paper , published in 1948, was an a t tempt 
to stimulate interest in Eocene microfossils in gene-
ral; it embraced not merely dinoflagellate cysts, but 
also dia toms, spores and pollen, "internal moulds" 
of foraminifera and fungal remains . Microfossils 
from Landenian (late Pa laeocene; Thanet ian) strata 
were examined, but no dinoflagellates were report-
ed from those strata; all P A S T I E L S ' fossil dinoflagel-
lates were extracted from Early Eocene (Ypresian) 
horizons. Since the cyst nature of fossil dinoflagel-
lates had not then been appreciated and the dino-
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flagellate affinity of the hystr ichospheres was not 
recognized, P A S T I E L S dealt with the majority of the 
forms he observed under two headings — "Hystri-
chosphaer idés" and "Dinoflagellates". Moreover , 
he followed O . W E T Z E L (1933) in considering the 
genus Cannosphaeropsis to be a radiolarian and he 
did not perceive, in some other specimens, any 
indication of affinity, listing them merely as "spores 
incertae sedis". In consequence , accounts of dino-
flagellate cysts are to be found in his paper under 
four different headings. 
P A S T I E L S was reluctant to formulate new names 
and, al though the majority of the forms he was 
seeing were yet undescr ibed, he proposed three 
new species only, one of which (Hystrichosphaeri-
dium geometricum) was a junior homonym. Of the 
two o thers , one {Nematosphaeropsis [ex: Canno-
sphaeropsis] recticulensis) is now known to be a 
dinoflagellate cyst, not a radiolarian as P A S T I E L S 
supposed, whilst the o ther (Micrhystridium multi-
spinosum), in contrast , is considered now to be an 
acritarch and is not t reated here . The majority of 
the twenty-one morphotypes were either placed 
into existing species — some Late Cre taceous , some 
Palaeozoic — or identified to generic level only. 
Many of these taxonomic placements were , even at 
that t ime, clearly inappropr ia te . Moreover , the 
morphological boundar ies drawn by P A S T I E L S were 
(as we may now perceive, though he could not) too 
broad. However , his photographs and (in part i-
cular) his drawings were sufficiently good to permit 
o ther authors to use them as a basis for new taxa. 
D E F L A N D R E and C O O K S O N (1955) began this pro-
cess when, incidentally in a study of Mesozoic and 
Tert iary assemblages from Australasia, they ele-
vated two of P A S T I E L S ' forms to specific s tatus, the 
forms he had at t r ibuted to Membranilarnax ptero-
spermoides O . W E T Z E L becoming Cyclonephelium 
(now Glaphyrocysta) exuberans and those he had 
te rmed Membranilarnax cf. liradiscoides becoming 
Cyclonephelium (now Glaphyrocysta) pastielsii. 
Subsequent ly , D A V E Y and W I L L I A M S (1966a) used 
the specimens P A S T I E L S had at t r ibuted to Hystri-
chosphaeridium pseudhystrichodinium D E F L A N D R E 
as conceptual basis for their new species Poly-
sphaeridium (now Dapsilidinium) pastielsii, though 
choosing an English specimen as holotype. Three 
years later , the forms at t r ibuted by P A S T I E L S to the 
Palaeozoic species Hystrichosphaeridium fluctuons 
were elevated by me to specific status, as Poly-
sphaeridium? belgicum S A R J E A N T in D A V E Y et ai, 
1969. 
Thus the P A S T I E L S type mater ia l , now lodged in 
the Institut Royal des Sciences Naturel les , Brussels, 
contains the holotypes and paratypes of five valid 
species and one that is invalid. Moreover , this mate-
rial furnished the foundation for modern studies of 
Eocene dinoflagellate cysts. For these reasons, its 
restudy seemed to me highly desirable; and , with 
that object , I visited Brussels in September 1979. 
The slides were well labelled and adequately curat-
ed , but their contents proved to be in extremely 
poor condit ion. Glycerine had been used as moun-
tant and the slides, improperly sealed, had partially 
or completely dried out . Many figured specimens 
could not be located at all; o thers had moved or 
ro ta ted , making their confident recognition impos-
sible. In some instances, ei ther debris (e.g. PI . I l l , 
fig. 5) or clusters or s t reams of bubbles in the moun-
tant (e.g. PI . V, fig. 4) obscured the specimen in 
varying degree . The re were fungal growth on some 
specimens (e.g. PI . I l l , fig- 5) . In o ther instances, 
the only remaining mountan t was a mass held by, 
and obscuring, the specimen's processes (e .g. PI. I, 
fig. 5; PI . I l l , fig. 2) . Remount ing of this material 
is contempla ted but , though possible, will certainly 
be hazardous . By the reillustration (and, where 
necessary, redescription) of the surviving speci-
mens , it is hoped that a fuller unders tanding of this 
classic material will be rendered possible. In addi-
t ion, P A S T I E L S ' specimens are rea t t r ibuted to the 
taxa recognized today; full synonymies are pre-
sented wherever appropr ia te ; and the stratigra-
phical significance of his assemblage is assessed. 
II. - Systematica 
Class Dinophyceae P A S C H E R 
Subclass Diniferophycidae B E R G H 
Family Spiniferitaceae S A R J E A N T , 1970, 
emend . S A R J E A N T and D O W N I E , 1974 
Genus Spiniferites M A N T E L L , 1850, 
emend . S A R J E A N T , 1970 
Spiniferites ramosus ( E H R E N B E R G , 1838) 
M A N T E L L , 1854 
Spiniferites ramosus ( E H R E N B E R G ) var. ramosus 
( D A V E Y and W I L L I A M S , 1966a) 
D A V E Y and V E R D I E R , 1971 
[A partial synomymy to 1981 for this long-ranging 
variety, showing the different names applied to it, 
is given by S A R J E A N T , 1983, p . 91 . The following 
entry should be added] . 
1948. — Hystrichosphaeridium ramuliferum D E F L A N D R E 
— A . P A S T I E L S , p. 39, pi. 3 , figs. 17-19. 
D I S C U S S I O N 
The form at t r ibuted by P A S T I E L S to the Late Cre-
taceous species Hystrichosphaeridium ramuliferum 
D E F L A N D R E (now Achomosphaera ramulifera) was 
noted as having "small crests irregularly disposed 
on its surface and at the points of origin of the 
appendages" (1948, p . 39, new transl . ) . Since the 
genus Achomosphaera and , in part icular , its type 
species A. ramulifera are distinguished by the lack 
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of such cres t s , P A S T I E L S ' ident i f icat ion c a n n o t b e 
m a i n t a i n e d . T h o u g h n o n e of the three s p e c i m e n s 
h e f igured c o u l d be loca ted o n the dr ied-out s l ides , 
his i l lustrat ions m a k e it e v i d e n t that t h e y are attri-
butab le to Spiniferites ramosus a n d , in part icular , 
t o its variety ramosus. 
Paradox ica l ly , h o w e v e r , Achomosphaera ramuli-
fera is i n d e e d present in P A S T I E L S ' a s s e m b l a g e s , 
s p e c i m e n s of it hav ing b e e n misat tr ibuted t o the 
Silurian s p e c i e s Hystrichosphaeridium ( n o w Balti-
sphaeridium) triangulatum, an acritarch, as dis-
c u s s e d later in this paper . 
It s h o u l d b e n o t e d that the b l a n k e t e l e v a t i o n of all 
fossil d inof lage l la te cyst var ie t ies t o subspeci f ic 
s tatus by L E N T I N and W I L L I A M S (1973) is unac -
c e p t a b l e to m e , for r e a s o n s set forth earl ier ( s e e 
SARJEANT, 1976, p . 10, and 1983, p . 93). 
Spiniferites ramosus ( E H R E N B E R G ) var. reticulatus 
( D A V E Y and W I L L I A M S , 1966a) 
D A V E Y and V E R D I E R , 1971. 
(Plate I, Figures 3-4). 
1948. _ Hystrichosphaera furcata ( E H R E N B E R G ) . — 
A . PASTIELS, p. 36-37, pi. 3, fig. 11. 
1966a. — Hystrichosphaera ramosa ( E H R E N B E R G ) var. 
reticulata D A V E Y & WILLIAMS. — R.J . D A V E Y and G . L . 
W I L L I A M S , p. 38, pl. 1, figs. 2-3. 
1969. — Hystrichosphaera ramosa ( E H R E N B E R G ) var. reti-
culata D A V E Y & WILLIAMS. — R.J . D A V E Y , p. 173. 
1971. _ Hystrichosphaera ramosa ( E H R E N B E R G ) var. reti-
culata D A V E Y & WILLIAMS. — A . E I S E N A C K and G. 
KJELLSTRÔM, p. 585. 
1971. _ Spiniferites ramosus ( E H R E N B E R G ) var. reticula-
tus ( D A V E Y & W I L L I A M S ) . — R.J . D A V E Y and J .P . V E R -
DIER, p. 34. 
1973. — Spiniferites ramosus ( E H R E N B E R G ) var. reticula-
tus ( D A V E Y & W I L L I A M S ) . — R.J . D A V E Y and J . P . VER-
D I E R , text-fig. 9. 
1973. — Spiniferites ramosus reticulatus ( D A V E Y & W I L -
LIAMS) LENTIN & WILLIAMS. — J.K. LENTIN and G . L . 
W I L L I A M S , p. 130. 
1974. — Spiniferites ramosus reticulatus ( D A V E Y & WIL-
LIAMS) . — R.J . D A V E Y and J . P . V E R D I E R , text-figs. 6-8. 
1975. _ Spiniferites ramosus reticulatus ( D A V E Y & W I L -
L I A M S ) . — S . D . H A R K E R and W . A S . S A R J E A N T , charts 3 
(p. 236), 10 (p. 243). 
1977b. — Spiniferites ramosus reticulatus ( D A V E Y & W I L -
LIAMS) . — J.K. LENTIN and G . L . WILLIAMS, p. 154. 
1981. — Spiniferites ramosus reticulatus ( D A V E Y & WIL-
L I A M S ) . — J .K. LENTIN and G.L . WILLIAMS, p. 266. 
D I S C U S S I O N 
The two species Hystrichosphaera ramosa and H. 
furcata are now considered to be synonyms (see 
L E J E U N E - C A R P E N T I E R , 1937 and D A V E Y and W I L -
L I A M S , 1966a). The specimen figured as Hystricho-
sphaera furcata by P A S T I E L S , was found on re-
examination definitely to belong to the variety reti-
culatus; its surface o rnament of reticulations may 
be seen clearly (PI. I, fig. 4) . This species has been 
repor ted hi therto only from the Middle to Late 
Cretaceous (Early Albian — Late Cenomanian) . 
The recognition of this variety in the Early Eocene 
(Ypresian) represents a considerable extension to 
its known stratigraphical range. However , this 
should occasion no surprise, for Spiniferites ramo-
sus is so long-ranging a species as to be virtually 
without stratigraphical value and few palynologists 
t rouble to discriminate its subordinate taxa, even 
though the latter might prove stratigraphically signi-
ficant. 
Spiniferites ramosus (EHRENBERG) var. multibrevis 
( D A V E Y and W I L L I A M S , 1966a) D A V E Y and V E R -
D I E R , 1971. 
[A full synonymy for this variety to 1981 is given 
in S A R J E A N T , 1983, p . 94-95. The following citation 
should be added] . 
(pars) 1948. — Hystrichosphaeridium trifurcatum E I S E -
NACK. — A . PASTIELS, p. 39-40, pi. 3, figs. 9-10. 
(pars) 1975. — Hystrichosphaeridium trifurcatum ElSE¬ 
N A C K [Of P A S T I E L S ] . — S . D . H A R K E R and W . A . S . S A R -
J E A N T , chart 22 (p. 255). 
DISCUSSION 
A m o n g the forms illustrated and described by PAS-
TIELS were three which he misat tr ibuted to a Silu-
rian species, Hystrichosphaeridium (now Peteino-
sphaeridium) trifurcatum ElSENACK. H e noticed 
that their appendages arose "ei ther from tegumen-
tary crests, or directly from the shell" (1948, p . 39, 
new transi . ) . Though two of the specimens he illus-
trated {ibid., PI. 3 , figs. 9-10) were not found, as 
a consequence of drying out of the mountan t , his 
illustrations indicate that they are at t r ibutable to 
the variety multibrevis of the species Spiniferites 
ramosus. Since the recorded range of this variety 
is Early Cretaceous (Valanginian) to Middle Mio-
cene , its presence in the Early Eocene (Ypresian) 
occasions no surprise. 
Genus Achomosphaera E V I T T , 1963 
Achomosphaera ramulifera (DEFLANDRE, 1937) 
E V I T T , 1963 
(Plate I I , Figure 6) . 
[A full synonymy for this species to 1981 is given 
by SARJEANT, 1983, p . 97. The existing citation for 
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P L A T E I 
Fig. 1. - Glaphyrocysta divaricate (WILLIAMS and DOWNIE) STOVER and EVITT, 1978. I.R.Sc.N.B. N" b 1529, dorsal 
view originally illustrated by PASTIELS (1948, PL 5, fig. 12) as "Membranilarnax pterospermoidcs 0. 
WETZEL", X 1300. 
Fig. 2. - Deflandrea oebisfeldensis ALBERTI, 1959. I.R.Sc.N.B. N" b 1530, dorsal view originally illustrated by 
PASTIELS (1948, PI. 5, fig. 16) as "Peridinium cf. galeatum LEJEUNE-CARPENTIER". X 500. 
Figs. 3 , 4 . - Spiniferites ramosus (EHRENBERG) var. reticulatus (DAVEY and WILLIAMS) DAVEY and VERDIER, 1971. 
I.R.Sc.N.B. N" b 1531, originally illustrated by PASTIELS (1948, PI. 3, fig. 11) as "Hystrichosphaera furcata 
(EHRENBERG)". Fig. 3: in slightly oblique right lateral view. Fig. 4: in slightly oblique left lateral view, x 1000. 
Fig. 5. - Kisselovia tenuivirgula (WILLIAMS and DOWNIE) LENTIN and WILLIAMS, 1976. I.R.Sc.N.B. N" b 1532, 
originally illustrated by PASTIELS (1948, PI. 4, fig. 9) as "Hystrichosphaeridium geometricum nov. sp.". x 750. 
Fig. 6. - Thalassiphora delicata V/ILLIAMS and DOWNIE emend. EATON, 1976. I.R.Sc.N.B. N" b 1533, slightly oblique 
dorsal view, originally illustrated by PASTIELS (1948, PI. 6, figs. 35, 36) as "Spore inc. sed. Type-specimen 
n" 3". x 600. 
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P A S T I E L S , 1948, should be deleted from, and the 
following citations added to , that list]: 
(pars) 1948. — Hystrichosphaeridium trifurcatum ElSE¬ 
NACK. — A . PASTIELS, p. 39-40, pi. 3 , fig. 8. 
(pars) 1975. — Hystrichosphaeridium trifurcatum ElSE¬ 
N A C K [of P A S T I E L S ] . — S . D . H A R K E R and W . A . S . S A R -
J E A N T , chart 22 (p. 255). 
1980. — Achomosphaera ramulifera ( D E F L A N D R E ) . — 
J . J . C H Ä T E A U N E U F , p. 132, 256, text-fig. 346. 
non 1948. — Hystrichosphaeridium ramuliferum D E F L A N -
D R E . — PASTIELS, p. 39, pi. 3, figs. 17-19. [Shown herein 
to be Spiniferites ramosus var. ramosus]. 
D I S C U S S I O N 
As noted above , the specimens described and illus-
trated by P A S T I E L S under this name are not , in fact, 
a t t r ibutable to this species. However , one of the 
three specimens which he misattr ibuted to the Silu-
rian acritarch species Hystrichosphaeridium (now 
Peteinosphaeridium) trifurcatum p roved, on re-
examinat ion, to be a specimen of Achomosphaera 
ramulifera in slightly oblique antapical view (Pl. I I , 
fig. 6) . 
P A S T I E L S ' opinion (quoted above , p . 7) that there 
is intergradat ion between individuals with and 
without crests has been echoed by R E I D (1974) and 
M A Y (1980), both of whom have proposed the 
abandonment of the genus Achomosphaera and the 
transfer of A. ramulifera to Spiniferites. This pro-
posal was not accepted by L E N T I N and W I L L I A M S 
(1977b, p . 2; 1981, p . 3) . It has been discussed by 
S A R J E A N T (1983, p . 99) and requires no fuller treat-
ment here . The stratigraphie range of A. ramuli-
fera, as presently defined, is extremely long, from 
Early Cretaceous (Valanginian) to Recent . More-
over , it is of almost world-wide occurrence in Late 
Cretaceous and Tert iary marine sediments (see 
summary in S A R J E A N T , 1983, p . 99). 
Cf. Achomosphaera alcicornu (ElSENACK, 1954) 
D A V E Y and W I L L I A M S , 1966a. 
(pars) 1948. — Hystrichosphaeridium salpingophorum 
D E F L A N D R E . — A . PASTIELS, p. 37, pi. 3, fig. 5. 
D I S C U S S I O N 
Under the name of the Uppe r Cretaceous species 
Hystrichosphaeridium salpingophorum D E F L A N -
D R E , P A S T I E L S (1948, PI . 3 , fig. 5) described and 
illustrated what we may now recognise as a variety 
of different morphotypes sharing the characteristic 
that they have tubular , intratabular processes. 
A m o n g them is a form having relatively broad 
intratabular processes of tubiform, infundibular, 
buccinate or bifurcate shape , with aculeate to 
scutellate distal margins. 
In the style of their terminat ions, these processes 
are reminiscent of those of the long-ranging species 
Achomosphaera alcicornu. However , they cannot 
be considered definitely to occupy gonal and suturai 
situations; moreover , they are both broader and 
shorter than those of typical A. alcicornu. Unfor-
tunately the specimen could not be located, so that 
its affinity must remain a mat te r for speculation. 
Genus Nematosphaeropsis 
D E F L A N D R E and C O O K S O N , 1955, 
emend . W I L L I A M S and D O W N I E , 1966c. 
Nematosphaeropsis reticulensis 
( P A S T I E L S , 1948) comb, nov. , emend . 
(Plate I I I , Figure 6). 
(pars) 1948. — Cannosphaeropsis reticulensis P A S T I E L S . 
— A . PASTIELS, 1948, p. 49, pi. 5, figs. 7-8, 10. 
71961. — Cannosphaeropsis reticulensis P A S T I E L S . — G . 
A L B E R T I , p. 36, pi. 9, fig. 15. 
1967b. — Cannosphaeropsis reticulensis PASTIELS. — 
W . A . S . S A R J E A N T , p. 327. 
71968. — Cannosphaeropsis reticulensis PASTIELS. — J . J . 
C H Ä T E A U N E U F and C . G R U A S - C A V A G N E T T O , p. 130. 
(pars) 1968. — Adnatosphaeridium reticulensis ( P A S -
TIELS) . — J. D E C O N I N C K , p. 40, pi. 11, figs. 19, 20; pi. 
12, figs. 2-5. 
?1970a. — Cannosphaeropsis reticulensis PASTIELS. — C . 
G R U A S - C A V A G N E T T O , p. 71. 
?1970b. — Cannosphaeropsis reticulensis PASTIELS. — C 
G R U A S - C A V A G N E T T O , p. 131. 
1971. — Cannosphaeropsis reticulensis PASTIELS. — A . 
ElSENACK and G . KJELLSTRÖM, p. 135-136. [ N O T E : The 
specimen they figure is not now considered attributable 
to this species]. 
1973. _ Cannosphaeropsis reticulensis PASTIELS. — J . K . 
L E N T I N and G . L . W I L L I A M S , p. 12. 
?1974. _ Adnatosphaeridium reticulensis PASTIELS. — 
W . A . M . JENKINS, P . A S C O L I , F . M . G R A D S T E I N , L . F . 
J A N S A and G . L . W I L L I A M S , p. 10. 
1975. — Adnatosphaeridium reticulense ( P A S T I E L S ) . — J. 
D E C O N I N C K , p. 23, 27, 47. 
1975. — Adnatosphaeridium reticulense ( P A S T I E L S ) . — 
S . D . H A R K E R and W . A . S . S A R J E A N T , chart 20 (p. 253). 
71976. — Adnatosphaeridium cf. reticulense ( P A S T I E L S ) . 
— J. S C H U M A C K E R - L A M B R Y and J . J . C H Ä T E A U N E U F , 
p. 274. 
1976. — Adnatosphaeridium reticulense ( P A S T I E L S ) . — C . 
G R U A S - C A V A G N E T T O , p. 44. 
1977b. — Adnatosphaeridium reticulense ( P A S T I E L S ) . -
J . K . L E N T I N and G . L . W I L L I A M S , p. 4. 
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Figs. 1,3-5. - Glaphyrocysta pastielsii (DEFLANDRE and COOKSON) STOVER and EVITT, 1978 emend, nov. Holotype 
I.R.Se.N.B. N" b 1534, originally figured by PASTIELS (1948, PI. 5, fig. 15) as "Mcmbranilarnax cf. 
liradiscoides O. WETZEL"'. Fig. 1: dorsal view, by transparency, x 900. Fig. 3: ventral view, x 900. 
Fig. 4: detail, showing the presumed paraplate 2", x 1800. Fig. 5: detail, showing the presumed paraplate 
4"', x 1800. 
Fig. 2. - Ceratiopsis leptoderma VOZZHENNIKOVA, 1963. I.R.Se.N.B. N" b 1535, dorsal view, originally figured 
by PASTIELS (1948, PI. 5, fig. 18) as "Peridinium cf. galeatum LEJEUNE-CARPENTIER". X 900. 
Fig. 6. - Achomosphaera ramulifera (DEFLANDRE) EVITT, 1963. I.R.Se.N.B. N" b 1536, slightly oblique antapical 
view, originally figured by PASTIELS (1948, PI. 3, fig. 8) as "Hystrichosphaeridium trifurcatum". X 600. 
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¡978, _ Adnatosphaeridium reticulense ( P A S T I E L S ) . — 
L . E . S T O V E R and W . R . E V I T T , p. 15. 
?1980. _ Adnatosphaeridium reticulense ( P A S T I E L S ) . — 
M . L I E N G J A R E R N , L . I . C O S T A and C . D O W N I E , p. 478. 
1980a. — Adnatosphaeridium reticulense ( P A S T I E L S ) . — 
J. D E C O N I N C K , tabl. 1. 
?1980a. — Cannosphaeropsis reticulensis ( P A S T I E L S ) . — 
J . K . L E N T I N and G . L . W I L L I A M S , p. 6. 
1981. _ Adnatosphaeridium reticulense ( P A S T I E L S ) . — 
J . K . L E N T I N and G . L . W I L L I A M S , p. 6. 
non 1966. — Cannosphaeropsis reticulensis PASTIELS. — 
P . M O R G E N R O T H , p. 19, pi. 4, figs. 2-3. 
non 1966b. — Cannosphaeropsis reticulensis PASTIELS. — 
G . L . W I L L I A M S and C . D O W N I E , p. 223, pi. 24, fig. 8. 
non 1975. — Adnatosphaeridium reticulense ( P A S T I E L S ) . 
— G . L . W I L L I A M S and W . W . B R I D E A U X , p. 20, 22, 
pi. 21, fig. 11, folding figs. 8, 9, 11, 14, 15b. 
n o n 1978. _ Adnatosphaeridium reticulense ( P A S T I E L S ) . 
— J. S C H U M A C K E R - L A M B R Y , p. 35, pi. 1, fig. 8. 
n o n 1980. — Adnatosphaeridium reticulense ( P A S T I E L S ) . 
— J . J . C H Á T E A U N E U F , p. 132, 256, pi. 19, fig. 2, text-fig. 
34b. 
E M E N D E D D I A G N O S I S 
Cyst spiniferate, t rabecula te , hercotabula te . Central 
body spheroidal to broadly ovoidal. Processes gonal 
in si tuation, solid or hollow but always closed and 
furcate distally. Most processes are trifúrcate, but 
the cingular processes are bifurcate. The process 
furcations are themselves bifurcate, giving rise to 
t rabeculae connecting them to immediately adja-
cent processes. Length of processes between one-
third and one-half the equatorial d iameter of the 
cyst. Surface of phragma typically laevigate; septa 
between paraplates not marked . Paratabulat ion 
gonyaulacoid, indicated by the alignment of the 
t rabeculae only; 74 ' , 6", 6c, 6"', l p , 1"". Archaeo-
pyle single-plate precingular, type P (3" only); oper-
culum free. 
H O L O T Y P E 
The specimen figured by P A S T I E L S , 1948, PI . 5, fig. 
10. (Not recognizable in his surviving mater ia l ) . 
Lectotype (here designated) . — I .R .Se .N .B . N° b 
1541. This was figured as a para type by P A S T I E L S 
(ibid., PI . 5, fig. 7) . 
D I M E N S I O N S 
Holotype (in oblique polar view) [from P A S T I E L S ' 
figure]: d iameter overall 47-50 urn: d iameter of cen-
tral body c. 23-25 urn. Lectotype (in oblique dorsal 
view): overall length 65 urn. Length of central body 
32 urn, overall beadth 61 urn, breadth of central 
body 25 rim. 
T Y P E H O R I Z O N A N D L O C A L I T Y 
Grey-blue clays, lower bed, Early Eocene (Early 
Ypres ian) , Blorquiau quarry of the Société A n o -
nyme des Carr ières de Quenas t , Quenas t , Belgium. 
D I S C U S S I O N 
P A S T I E L S followed O . W E T Z E L (1933) in consi-
dering the genus Cannosphaeropsis to comprise 
radiolarians. This hypothesis was shown to be incor-
rect by G. D E F L A N D R E (1947), who demons t ra ted 
instead that the genus comprises "hyst r ichospheres" 
— in current terminology, chórate dinoflagellate 
cysts. 
Four of the specimens at tr ibuted by P A S T I E L S to 
his species C . reticulensis were illustrated, these 
being designated as holotype and three para types . 
Of these specimens, we were able to locate only 
one , a specimen which ( though it has evidently 
shifted in the mountan t ) is considered to be that 
figured in his PI. 5, fig. 7. A photograph of this 
specimen is here published for the first t ime. In 
lack of the holotype, it is designated lectotype for 
the species. It is indeed a more favourable reference 
specimen, being in dorso-ventral or ientat ion, not 
polar orientat ion as was the holotype. 
Its morphology proves to be markedly different 
from the concepts of this species that have resulted 
from the work of W I L L I A M S and D O W N I E (1966b). 
Instead of having a general nontabula te scatter of 
processes, it has relatively few processes, all of 
them in gonal situations. Instead of having an over-
all surrounding trabecular meshwork , it has t rabe-
culae which are aligned parallel to parasutures 
otherwise morphologically unexpressed. All in all, 
this specimen (and, therefore , this species) belongs 
not in the genus Adnatosphaeridium, as supposed 
hi ther to , but in the genus Nematosphaeropsis. 
Examinat ion of P A S T I E L S ' illustrations of the holo-
type and one of the o ther paratypes shows them to 
be of comparable morphology. (The remaining 
paratype [1948, PI. 5, fig. 9] has processes of dissi-
milar character and is compared on a later page , 
with a different species and genus) . 
The recognition that its morphology is so different 
from what has been believed hi ther to casts doubt on 
most subsequent identifications of N. reticulensis. 
Only the specimens identified by D E C O N I N C K 
(1968) appear , in part at least, to correspond with 
this species, though those of A L B E R T I (1961) may 
also do so. The specimens illustrated by W I L L I A M S 
and B R I D E A U X (1975), by S C H U M A C K E R - L A M B R Y 
(1978) and by C H Á T E A U N E U F (1980) instead cor-
respond in morphology with that illustrated by W I L -
L I A M S and D O W N I E (1966c); and unfortunately it 
was the illustration of their specimen, not of the 
holotype or a para type , that was reproduced by 
ElSENACK and K J E L L S T R Ó M (1971). It is highly 
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Fig. 1. - Apectodinium quinquelatum (WILLIAMS and DOWNIE) COSTA and DOWNIE, 1979a. I.R.Se.N.B. N" b 1537, 
dorsal view, with the displaced operculum within the cyst. Originally figured by PASTIELS (1948, PI. 4, 
fig. 2) as "Hystrichosphaeridium geometricum sp. nov.". x 875. 
Fig. 2. - Tityrosphaeridium exilimurum (DAVEY and WILLIAMS, 1966) comb. nov. I.R.Se.N.B. N" b 1538, originally 
figured by PASTIELS (1948, PI. 3, fig. 6) as "Hystrichosphaeridium salpingophorum DEFLANDRE". x 950. 
Figs. 3, 4. - Polysphaeridium sp. I.R.Se.N.B. N" b 1539, lateral view, originally figured by PASTIELS (1948, PI. 3, 
fig. 14) as "Hystrichosphaeridium pseudhystrichodinium DEFLANDRE". Fig. 3: general view. Fig. 4: detail 
at a different focal plane, showing an opercular piece only partially attached, x 875. 
Fig. 5. - Polysphaeridium subtile DAVEY and WILLIAMS emend. BlUAK et al., 1980b. I.R.Se.N.B. N" b 1540, lateral 
view, showing loose opercular pieces still in place. Originally figured by PASTIELS (1948, PI. 5, fig. 5) as 
"Hystrichosphaeridium cf. hirsutum (EHRENBERG)", X 1000. 
Fig. 6. - Nematosphaeropsis reticulensis (PASTIELS) comb. nov. emend. Lectotype I.R.Se.N.B. N" b 1541, slightly 
oblique dorsal view, originally figured by PASTIELS (1948, PI. 5, fig. 7) as "Cannosphaeropsis reticulensis 
sp. nov." x 1500. 
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likely that many or all of the records of this species 
that are unaccompanied by illustrations refer to 
W I L L I A M S and D O W N I E ' S form, not the true N. 
reticulensis. For this reason, they are marked with 
queries in the synonymy. 
Nematosphaeropsis reticulensis is sufficiently closely 
similar to the type species N. balcombiana D E F L A N -
D R E and C O O K S O N (1955, pp . 268-269, PI. 8, fig. 5) 
as to raise the question whether it might be a senior 
synonym of the latter. However , its central body 
appears more ro tund and its processes propor t io-
nately somewhat shorter . More important ly , it lacks 
the surficial ridges on parasutures characteristic of 
N. balcombiana ( though these , indeed, are variably 
deve loped) . It is likely that the two species will 
remain distinct. 
For the momen t , N. reticulensis (as here redefined) 
can be considered to have been recorded with con-
fidence only from the Early to Middle Eocene 
(Ypresian to Lutet ian) of Belgium. All o ther records 
appear open to quest ion. 
Family Cordosphaer id iaceae ElSENACK, 1963, 
emend . S A R J E A N T , 1981 
G e n u s Tityrosphaeridium SARJEANT, 1981 
Tityrosphaeridium exilimurum 
( D A V E Y and W I L L I A M S , 1966b) comb. nov. 
(Plate III , Figure 2) . 
(pars) 1948. — Hystrichosphaeridium salpingophorum 
D E F L A N D R E . — A . P A S T I E L S , p. 37-38, pi. 3, fig. 6. 
1966b. — Cordosphaeridium exilimurum D A V E Y & W I L -
LIAMS . — R .J. D A V E Y and G . L . W I L L I A M S , p. 87-88, pi. 
11, fig. 2. 
1971. — Cordosphaeridium exilimurum D A V E Y & W I L -
LIAMS. — A . E I S E N A C K and G . K J E L L S T R Ö M , p. 249. 
1973. — Cordosphaeridium exilimurum D A V E Y & W I L -
LIAMS. — J . K . L E N T I N and G . L . W I L L I A M S , p. 32. 
1975. — Cordosphaeridium exilimurum D A V E Y & W I L -
LIAMS. — S . D . H A R K E R and W . A . S . S A R J E A N T , chart 
21 (p. 254). 
1977b. — Cordosphaeridium exilimurum D A V E Y & W I L -
LIAMS. — J . K . L E N T I N and G . L . W I L L I A M S , p. 32. 
1978. — Cordosphaeridium exilimurum D A V E Y & W I L -
LIAMS. — L . E . S T O V E R and W . R . E V I T T , p. 147. 
1979. — Cordosphaeridium exilimurum D A V E Y & W I L -
LIAMS. — M . S . B A R S S , J . P . B U J A K and G . L . W I L L I A M S , 
p. 51, 67. 
1980 — Cordosphaeridium exilimurum D A V E Y & W I L -
LIAMS. — S . K . D U T T A and K . P . J A I N , p. 66, pi. 2, fig. 
18, pi. 6, figs. 47-48. 
1981. — Cordosphaeridium exilimurum D A V E Y & W I L -
LIAMS. — J . K . L E N T I N and G . L . W I L L I A M S , p. 56. 
1981. — Hystrichosphaerina? exilimura ( D A V E Y & W I L -
L I A M S ) . — W . A . S . S A R J E A N T , p. 122. 
D I S C U S S I O N 
As noted earlier, under the name of the U p p e r 
Cretaceous species Hystrichosphaeridium salpingo-
phorum D E F L A N D R E , P A S T I E L S (1948) described 
and illustrated a variety of morphotypes alike 
only in having tubular , intratabular processes. 
In the present condition of his slides, only one 
of these could be identified with any confidence. 
That specimen, figured originally in his Plate 3 , 
fig. 6 (1948), appears to have ro ta ted; moreover , 
it is contained in a slide so badly dried out that 
the residual mountan t forms a coating about the 
processes (see PI. 3 , fig. 2). Because of its con-
dition, its interpretat ion presents particular diffi-
culties, and I am indebted to Dr . J .P . B U J A K for 
helpful discussions of these. 
The archaeopyle appears , at first sight, to be so 
large and of such polygonal, scalloped outl ine as to 
be apical in character . However , the operculum 
within is much smaller and shield-shaped; more-
over , it bears not more than two processes, ra ther 
than the four that normally might be expected on 
an apical operculum. Thus the archaeopyle must be 
considered, after all, to be single-plate precingular 
and its present outl ine a consequence of crushing 
and distortion. 
The highly fibrous character of the processes sug-
gests a comparison with the Cordosphaer id iaceae . 
The size of the processes is variable, but some 
are very broad and exhibit perforations or small 
fenestra. Their shape is tubiform to buccinate, 
their distal margins aculeate . In all these features, 
there is complete accord with the species exili-
murum D A V E Y & W I L L I A M S . It may be noted , 
moreover , that the holotype of that species shows 
a similar orientat ion and crushing, its operculum 
having indeed been interpreted originally as 
apical. 
In my revision of the Cordosphaer id iaceae (1981), 
I had difficulty in deciding to what genus this spe-
cies should be allocated and finally placed it very 
tentatively into Hystrichosphaerina, since the pro-
cesses were considered to be perhaps peni tabular 
process clusters and the archaeopyle to be apical. 
Both these interpretat ions are now considered 
incorrect, following my discussions with D r . J .P . 
B U J A K . Instead, the nature of the archaeopyle , the 
character of the processes and the presence of a 
series of cingular processes are all considered to 
justify its confident reassignment to the genus Tity-
rosphaeridium. 
T. exilimurum, first repor ted from the Early E o -
cene of England, has been repor ted subsequently 
only from the Grand Banks , offshore eastern Cana-
da , and the Palaeocene to Early Eocene of India. 
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Figs. 1, 2, 4. - Wetzeliella articulata ElSENACK emend. LENTIN and WILLIAMS, 1976. Fig. 1, 2: I.R.Se.N.B. N" b 1542. 
Fig. 4: I.R.Se.N.B. N" b 1544. Identified but apparently not illustrated by PASTIELS as "Hystrichosphae-
ridium articulatum (O. WETZEL) PASTIELS''. Fig. 1: ventral view. Fig. 2: dorsal view, by transparency. 
Fig. 4: dorsal view, x 600. 
Figs. 3 , 5 . - Impletosphaeridium cf. transfodum MORGENROTH, 1966. I.R.Se.N.B. N" b 1543. Identified, but not 
figured, by PASTIELS (1948) as "Hystrichosphaeridium fluctuans ElSENACK". Fig. 3: probably in slightly 
tilted apical view. Fig. 5: probably in slightly tilted antapical view, by transparency. X 600. 
Fig. 6. - Wetzeliella meckclfeldensis GoCHT subsp. lobisca (WILLIAMS and DOWNIE) COSTA and DOWNIE, 1979a. 
I.R.Se.N.B. N" b 1545, dorsal view originally figured by PASTIELS (1948, PI. 4, fig. 17) as "Hystricho-
sphaeridium articulatum (O. WETZEL) PASTIELS". X 600. 
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Tityrosphaeridium gracile (ElSENACK, 1954, 
emend . D A V E Y and W I L L I A M S , 1966b), 
S A R J E A N T , 1981. 
1948. — Hystrichosphaeridium tubiferum ( E H R E N B E R G ) . 
— A . PASTIELS, p. 38, pi. 3, figs. 1-2. 
1954. — Hystrichosphaeridium inodes ElSENACK var. gra-
cilis ElSENACK. — A . ElSENACK, p. 66, pi. 8, fig. 7, pi. 10, 
figs. 3-8, pi. 12, figs. 7-21. 
1964. — Hystrichosphaeridium inodes var. gracilis ElSE-
N A C K . — C . D O W N I E and W . A . S . S A R J E A N T , p. 103. 
1966b. — Cordosphaeridium gracilis ( E I S E N A C K ) . — R . J . 
D A V E Y and G . L . W I L L I A M S , p. 84-86. pi. 3, fig. 8, pi. 11, 
figs. 4, 6, 7, text-fig. 19. 
1969. — Cordosphaeridium inodes gracilis (ElSENACK). 
— H . GOCHT, p. 41, 72-81, 90, pi. 1, figs. 1-9. 
1970a. — Cordosphaeridium inodes gracilis (ElSENACK). 
— C . G R U A S - C A V A G N E T T O , p. 20. 
1970b. — Cordosphaeridium gracilis (ElSENACK). — C . 
G R U A S - C A V A G N E T T O , p. 70. 
1971. — Cordosphaeridium inodes gracilis (ElSENACK). 
— C . G R U A S - C A V A G N E T T O , p. 172. 
1971. — Cordosphaeridium gracilis (ElSENACK). — A . 
E I S E N A C K and G. KJELLSTROM, p. 263. 
1971. — Cordosphaeridium gracilis (ElSENACK). — C . 
D O W N I E , M . A . H U S S A I N and G . L . W I L L I A M S , p. 30, 
pi. 1, fig. 1, pi. 2, fig. 3. 
1972. — Cordosphaeridium inodes gracilis (ElSENACK). 
— C . G R U A S - C A V A G N E T T O , p. 66-72. 
1972. — Cordosphaeridium gracilis (ElSENACK). — C . 
G R U A S - C A V A G N E T T O , p. 72. 
1973. — Cordosphaeridium gracilis (ElSENACK). — J . K . 
L E N T I N and G . L . W I L L I A M S , p. 33. 
1974. — Cordosphaeridium gracilis (ElSENACK). — C . 
G R U A S - C A V A G N E T T O , p. 87. 
1974. — Cordosphaeridium gracilis (ElSENACK). — 
W . A . M . JENKINS et ai, p. 5, 10. 
1975. — Cordosphaeridium gracilis (ElSENACK). — J . P . 
A U F F R E T and C . G R U A S - C A V A G N E T T O , p. 650. 
1975. — Cordosphaeridium gracilis (ElSENACK). — S . D . 
H A R K E R and W . A . S . S A R J E A N T , charts 21 (p. 254), 65 
(p. 298). 
1976. — Cordosphaeridium gracilis (ElSENACK). — J. 
S C H U M A C K E R - L A M B R Y and J . J . C H A T E A U N E U F , p. 272, 
pi. 2, fig. 1, tab. 1. 
1977a. — Cordosphaeridium gracilis (ElSENACK). — G . L . 
W I L L I A M S and J . P . B U J A K . text-fig. 8. 
1977. — Cordosphaeridium gracilis (ElSENACK). — J. D E 
C O N I N C K , encl. 1. 
1977b. — Cordosphaeridium gracile (ElSENACK). — J . K . 
L E N T I N and G . L . W I L L I A M S , p. 33. 
1978. _ Cordosphaeridium gracile (ElSENACK). — J. 
S C H U M A C K E R - L A M B R Y , p. 38, pi. 2, fig. 16. 
1978. — Cordosphaeridium gracile (ElSENACK). — L . E . 
S T O V E R and W . R . E V I T T , p. 147. 
1979. _ Cordosphaeridium gracile (ElSENACK). — M . S . 
B A R S S , J . P . B U J A K and G . L . W I L L I A M S , p. 15, 18, 20, 
25, 27, 29, 35, 44, 49, 52, 57, 58, 62, 63, 65, 67, 70, 73, 
74, 76, 78, 81, 83, 84, 86, 90, 94, 98. 
71979. — Cordosphaeridium cf. C . gracile (ElSENACK). 
— M . S . B A R S S , J . P . B U J A K and G . L . W I L L I A M S , p. 13, 
38, 40. 
1979. _ Cordosphaeridium inodes gracilis (ElSENACK). 
— J . M . H A N S E N , p. 90. 
1979. — Cordosphaeridium gracile (ElSENACK). — D . K . 
G O O D M A N , tab. 1. 
1980. — Cordosphaeridium gracile (ElSENACK). — J . J . 
C H A T E A U N E U F , p. 134, fig. 35b. 
1981. — Cordosphaeridium gracile (ElSENACK). — J. D E 
C O N I N C K , M . D E D E C K E R , J. D E H E I N Z E L I N and W . 
W I L L E M S , p. 127, 129. 
1981. — Cordosphaeridium gracile ( E I S E N A C K ) . — J . K . 
L E N T I N and G . L . W I L L I A M S , p. 56. 
1982. — Cordosphaeridium gracile (ElSENACK). — N O . 
F R E D E R I K S E N et ai, tabs. 2, 7. 
1982. — Tityrosphaeridium gracilis (ElSENACK). — 
W . A . S . S A R J E A N T , p. 121. 
D I S C U S S I O N 
Following its emendat ion by R.J . D A V E Y and G .L . 
W I L L I A M S (1966b), the generic name Hystricho-
sphaeridium has been applied only to forms having 
tubular , intratabular processes, their a r rangement 
corresponding to a gonyaulacacean tabulat ion, and 
an apical archaeopyle. Though the processes of the 
specimens illustrated by P A S T I E L S (1948) are of the 
correct form and distribution, their archaeopyles 
are not apical but single-plate precingular. This is 
apparent in his illustrations (in particular Plate 3 , 
fig. 1) and is made explicit in his text description, 
which mentions that they exhibit "an orifice whose 
regular outline recalls that of a natural pore ; this 
is the 'Pylome ' of au thors . " (ibid., p . 38, new 
transl . ) . Moreover , his second figure in particular 
(ibid., PI. 3, fig. 2) indicates that the processes are 
fibrous, with root-like proximal extensions. 
In consequence , though his specimens appear not 
to have survived the drying-out of the mounts , it is 
evident that they were at tr ibutable to the genus 
Tityrosphaeridium. The form and propor t ionate 
length of their processes suggest that they are 
referable to 77. gracile. This species has a known 
range from Late Cretaceous (Maastr ichtian) to 
Early Oligocene (Rupel ian) . It has been recorded 
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Fig. 1. - Thalassiphora delicata WILLIAMS and DOWNIE emend. EATON, 1976. Same specimen as PI. I, fig. 6. x 600. 
Fig. 2-5. - Wetzeliella articulata ElSENACK emend. LENTIN and WILLIAMS, 1976. Fig. 2: I.R.Se.N.B. N" b 1546, 
specimen in dorsal view with damaged antapex, operculum loose but in place, x 600. Fig. 3, 4: I.R.Se.N.B. 
N" b 1547, x 700. Fig. 3: dorsal view. Fig. 4: ventral view, by transparency. Fig. 5: I.R.Se.N.B. N" b 1548, 
dorsal view, x 700. The specimen in Fig. 5 was originally figured by PASTIELS (1948, PI. 4, fig. 13) and 
lite two other specimens were identified by him as "Hystrichosphaeridium articulatum (O. WETZEL) PAS-
TIELS". 
Figs. 6 , 7 . - Lentinia wetzelii (MORGENROTH) BUJAK, 1980. I.R.Se.N.B. N" b 1549, originally figured by PASTII I i 
(1948, PI. 5, fig. 19) as "Peridinium cf. galeatum LEJEUNE-CARPENTIER". Fig. 6: ventral view, by transpa-
rency. Fig. 7: dorsal view, x 630. 
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from East Prussia ( U . S . S . R . ) , Ge rmany , France , 
Belgium, England, D e n m a r k , Italy, Maryland and 
Missouri (U .S .A . ) and from submarine cores from 
the English Channel and the Grand Banks , Scotian 
and Labrador Shelves, offshore eastern Canada . 
Genus Araneosphaera E A T O N , 1976 
Araneosphaera araneosa E A T O N , 1976 
(pars) 1948. — Hystrichosphaeridium salpingophorum 
D E F L A N D R E . — A. P A S T I E L S , p. 37, pi. 3, fig. 7. 
1976. — Araneosphaera araneosa E A T O N . — G . L . E A -
T O N , pp. 240-242, pi. 2, figs. 5-8, text-fig. 6. 
1977b. _ Araneosphaera araneosa E A T O N . — J . K . L E N -
TIN and G . L . W I L L I A M S , p. 10. 
1978. — Araneosphaera araneosa E A T O N . — L . E . STO-
V E R and W . R . E V I T T , p. 143. 
1980a. — Araneosphaera araneosa E A T O N . — J . P . B U -
JAK, C. D O W N I E , G . L . E A T O N and G . L . W I L L I A M S , 
p. 52, 57. 
?1980 — Araneosphaera cf. araneosa. — S . K . D U T T A and 
K . P . J A I N , p. 66, pi. 7, fig. 64, tab. 2. 
1981 — Araneosphaera araneosa E A T O N . — J . K . L E N T I N 
and G . L . W I L L I A M S , p. 18. 
D I S C U S S I O N 
As noted earlier, P A S T I E L S ' "Hystrichosphaeridium 
salpingophorum" embraces a variety of morpho-
types. O n e of the forms he illustrated (1948, PI. 3 , 
fig. 7) has tubiform processes, flaring or buccinate 
distally and in part united by what is evidently a 
fenestrate ec tophragm; indeed, P A S T I E L S noted 
that "some rare specimens ... show the remains of 
a velum extending between the extremities of the 
appendages" (ibid., p . 37, new transi . ) . In addit ion, 
his illustration suggests the presence, at bo t tom 
right, of a precingular archaeopyle. (The specimen 
is considered to be in oblique polar or ienta t ion) . 
The correspondence with Araneosphaera araneosa 
is sufficiently close that , even though the specimen 
itself could not be found, its identity appears clear. 
The known stratigraphical range of A. araneosa is 
Early to Late Eocene . There is little information 
yet concerning its geographic range. T o da te , it is 
known in E u r o p e only from southern England and 
Belgium and, though it is present in the subsurface 
of the Grand Banks , offshore eastern Canada , 
apparent ly it is absent from the Labrador and Sco-
tian Shelves, a fact that may have palaeoecological 
or palaeogeographic significance. The record from 
India by D U T T A and J A I N (1980) must be regarded 
as doubtful , though their illustration indicates 
strong similarity to this species. 
Family Homotrybl iaceae 
S A R J E A N T and D O W N I E , 1966, 
emend . S A R J E A N T and D O W N I E , 1974 
Genus Polysphaeridium 
D A V E Y and W I L L I A M S , 1966b, emend . 
B U J A K , D O W N I E , E A T O N and W I L L I A M S , 1980b 
D I S C U S S I O N 
In their emendat ion of this genus, B U J A K et al. 
(1980b) drew particular at tent ion to its develop-
ment of an epitractal archaeopyle shed, not as a 
unit, but as a series of up to ten opercular pieces. 
They noted also that its processes were somet imes 
"demonstrably in t ra tabular" , sometimes "forming 
... l inear, a rcuate , soleate or annulate complexes" . 
Species having an apical archaeopyle and having 
entirely intratabular processes were transferred to 
a new genus Dapsilidinium, for which the species 
D. pastielsii (earlier Polysphaeridium pastielsii 
D A V E Y and W I L L I A M S , 1966b), was chosen as type. 
In their original description of D. pastielsii, D A V E Y 
and W I L L I A M S (op. cit.) stated that the specimens 
illustrated by PASTIELS as Hystrichosphaeridium 
pseudhystrichodinium "strongly resembled" their 
type assemblage. Though D. pastielsii has been 
recorded in a number of papers (e.g. by J E N K I N S 
et al, 1974; A U F F R E T and G R U A S - C A V A G N E T T O , 
1975; B A R S S et al., 1979; and B U J A K et al, 1980a), 
only the single original illustration of it by D A V E Y 
and W I L L I A M S (1966b, PI. 4, fig. 10) was available 
until recently, when the holotype was refigured, 
but not redescr ibed, by B U J A K (1980, PI. 6, figs. 
6, 9) . Since the original illustration is not very clear, 
it is likely that the identification of this species has 
depended quite as much, if not to a greater extent , 
on P A S T I E L S ' drawing (1948, PI. 3 , fig. 15). 
My re-examination of P A S T I E L S ' figured specimen 
makes it evident that this has an epitractal archaeo-
pyle, lost not as a unit but as a series of opercular 
pieces; thus it is at tr ibutable to Polysphaeridium as 
recently redefined, and not to Dapsilidinium. For 
the moment , it is removed from the latter genus 
and from the species D. pastielsii. 
A prel iminary re-examination of the holotype of 
the latter species has shown it to differ in a number 
of significant details from P A S T I E L S ' specimen and 
has cast doubt upon the nature of its archaeopyle . 
A fuller study of D. pastielsii, by Dr. J . P . B U J A K 
and the author , is in progress. 
Polysphaeridium subtile D A V E Y and W I L L I A M S , 
1966b, emend . B U J A K , D O W N I E , E A T O N 
and W I L L I A M S , 1980b 
(Plate I I I , Figure 5) 
1948. — Hystrichosphaeridium cf. hirsutum ( E H R E N ¬ 
BERG ) emend. D E F L A N D R E . — A. P A S T I E L S , p. 44, pi. 5, 
fig. 5. 
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1966b. — Polysphaeridium subtile D A V E Y & W I L L I A M S . 
— R.J. D A V E Y and G . L . W I L L I A M S , p. 92, pi. 11, fig. 1. 
1967b. — Polysphaeridium subtilum (sic). D A V E Y & W I L -
LIAMS. — W . A . S . S A R J E A N T , tab. 6 (p. 332). 
1970a. — Polysphaeridium subtile D A V E Y & W I L L I A M S . 
— C . G R U A S - C A V A G N E T T O , p. 80. 
1970. — Polysphaeridium subtile D A V E Y & W I L L I A M S . 
— S . C . D . S A H , R . K . K A R and R.Y. S I N G H , p. 147, pi. 2, 
fig. 24. 
1 9 7 1 . — Polysphaeridium subtile D A V E Y & W I L L I A M S . 
— A . E I S E N A C K and G . K J E L L S T R O M , p. 927. 
7 1 9 7 3 . — Polysphaeridium subtile D A V E Y & W I L L I A M S . 
— R. H A R L A N D , p. 687, pi. 86, figs. 3 , 6. 
1973. — Polysphaeridium subtile D A V E Y & W I L L I A M S . 
— J . K . L E N T I N and G . L . W I L L I A M S , p. 115. 
1974. — Polysphaeridium subtile D A V E Y & W I L L I A M S . 
— C . G R U A S - C A V A G N E T T O , p. 87. 
1975. — Polysphaeridium subtile D A V E Y & W I L L I A M S . 
— J.P. A U F F R E T and C . G R U A S - C A V A G N E T T O , p. 650. 
1975. — Polysphaeridium subtile D A V E Y & W I L L I A M S . 
— S . D . H A R K E R and W . A . S . S A R J E A N T , charts 21 (p. 
254), 32 (p. 265) and 61 (p. 294). 
1976. — Polysphaeridium subtile D A V E Y & W I L L I A M S . 
— G . L . E A T O N , p. 280, pi. 14, figs. 1-2. 
1977b — Polysphaeridium subtile D A V E Y & W I L L I A M S . 
— J .K. L E N T I N and G . L . W I L L I A M S , p. 133. 
1978. — Polysphaeridium subtile D A V E Y & W I L L I A M S . 
— L . E . S T O V E R and W . R . E V I T T , p. 76. 
1979. — Polysphaeridium subtile D A V E Y & W I L L I A M S . 
— M . S . B A R S S , J.P. B U J A K and G . L . W I L L I A M S , pp. 52, 
83. 
1980. — Polysphaeridium subtile D A V E Y & W I L L I A M S . 
— J.J. C H A T E A U N E U F , p. 147, 268, text-fig. 34e. 
1980a. — Polysphaeridium subtile D A V E Y & W I L L I A M S . 
— J.P. B U J A K , C . D O W N I E , G . L . E A T O N and G . L . W I L -
LIAMS, tab. 7B. 
1980b. — Polysphaeridium subtile D A V E Y & W I L L I A M S 
emend. B U J A K et al. — LP. B U J A K , C . D O W N I E , G . L . 
E A T O N and G . L . W I L L I A M S , p. 34, pi. 3 , figs. 9, 12. 
1981. — Polysphaeridium subtile D A V E Y & W I L L I A M S . 
— J . K . L E N T I N and G . L . W I L L I A M S , p. 232. 
D I S C U S S I O N 
The specimen figured and described by P A S T I E L S 
as Hystrichosphaeridium cf. hirsutum (1948, PI . 5, 
fig. 5) survives, but in an extremely poor s ta te , 
having suffered intensive fungal attack (PI . I l l , fig. 
5). Never theless , the na ture of the processes, the 
granulate character of the phragma surface and, 
most important ly , the fact that the epitract is break-
ing up into a number of opercular pieces may all 
be perceived, enabling its confident identification 
as Polysphaeridium subtile. 
This species has been repor ted hi therto from the 
Early to Late Eocene (Late Ypresian to Bar tonian) 
of Belgium, England, France , Italy and from sub-
marine cores from the English Channel and two 
localities on the Grand Banks , offshore eastern 
Canada . The record from the U p p e r Cre taceous of 
Alber ta , Canada , by H A R L A N D (1973) is, for the 
moment , t reated as doubtful , pending determina-
tion of the character of the archaeopyle of his spe-
cimens. 
Polysphaeridium belgicum 
S A R J E A N T in D A V E Y et al., 1969 
(pars) 1948. — Hystrichosphaeridium fluctuans A. P A S -
TIELS, p. 40, pi. 3, fig. 16. 
1969. — Polysphaeridium belgicum S A R J E A N T . — W . A . S . 
S A R J E A N T in R.J. D A V E Y et al., p. 15. 
1973. — Polysphaeridium belgicum S A R J E A N T . — J.K. 
L E N T I N and G . L . W I L L I A M S , p. 114. 
1975. — Polysphaeridium belgicum S A R J E A N T . — A . 
E I S E N A C K and G . K J E L L S T R O M , p. 391 (918b). 
1977b. — Polysphaeridium belgicum S A R J E A N T . — J.K. 
L E N T I N and G . L . W I L L I A M S , p. 133. 
1978. — Polysphaeridium? belgicum S A R J E A N T . — L . E . 
S T O V E R and W . R . E V I T T , p. 76. 
198!. — Dapsilidinium? belgicum ( S A R J E A N T ) . — J.K. 
L E N T I N and G . L . W I L L I A M S , p. 69. 
D I S C U S S I O N 
When this species was erected, the specimen illus-
t ra ted by P A S T I E L S (1948, P I . 3 , fig. 16), and mis-
at t r ibuted to the Silurian acritarch species Hystri-
chosphaeridium ( later Baltisphaeridium) fluctuans, 
was specified as its holotype. Unfortunately this 
specimen could not be located in the P A S T I E L S 
collection, and the one o ther specimen given that 
name by P A S T I E L S , but unfigured hi ther to , is of 
such markedly dissimilar morphology that it must 
be placed into another genus (see later discussion). 
Our unders tanding of the morphology of this spe-
cies must cont inue, therefore , to depend wholly 
upon P A S T I E L S ' original illustration. From this it 
may be seen that the archaeopyle is very large and 
involves the whole precingular parapla te series, the 
apical paraplates remaining a t tached, presumably 
at the position of the sulcus. Over 40 processes are 
present . Each is hollow and, according to P A S T I E L S , 
te rminates "in a little bifid anchor , with centripclal 
hooks" (1948, p . 40, new transl . ) . However , his 
illustration suggests that the processes are distally 
open , with recurved margins, ra ther than of a truly 
bifid form. The small size of his specimens (dia-
mete r of central body 30 to 35 urn, length of pro-
cesses 12 urn) may be noted also. 
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If the above interpretat ion of the distal morphology 
of the processes ( i .e . open and recurved) is correct , 
this species exhibits close similarities to the Late 
Cretaceous Polysphaeridium pumilum R . J . D A V E Y 
and G .L . W I L L I A M S (1966b, p . 93-94, pi. 7, figs. 
3-4) in all features. It is possible, then , that P. 
belgicum may come to be regarded as a subjective 
junior synonym of P. pumilum. However , the 
nature of the archaeopyle in the latter species re-
mains to be elucidated and its presence in the 
Eocene needs to be confirmed. 
d iameter . The phragma is thin and delicate, without 
ornamenta t ion discernible under the optical micro-
scope. The processes are open distally but appear 
to be closed at the base. 
In their laevigate phragma surface and relatively 
slender processes, PASTIELS' specimens differ suffi-
ciently markedly from Dapsilidinium pastielsii to 
deserve attr ibution to a different taxon. However , 
since the single surviving specimen is in too poor 
condition to serve as a holotype, no new name is 
proposed here . 
Polysphaeridium sp. 
(Plate III , Figures 3-4) 
1948. _ Hystrichosphaeridium pseudhystrichodinium 
DEFLANDRE. — A. PASTIELS, p. 43, pi. 3, figs. 12-15. 
D I S C U S S I O N 
R . J . D A V E Y and G .L . W I L L I A M S (1966b, p . 92-93) 
recognized that the specimens at t r ibuted by P A S -
T I E L S to the Late Cretaceous species Hystricho-
sphaeridium pseudhystrichodinium D E F L A N D R E , 
1937, differed too markedly in process morphology 
properly to belong in that species. P A S T I E L S ' speci-
mens thus were considered to be at t r ibutable to a 
new species named after him by D A V E Y and W I L -
L I A M S , Polysphaeridium pastielsii. However , the 
holotype they chose and illustrated was not from 
Belgium, but from the London Clay (Ypresian) of 
the Isle of Sheppey, England. This species was 
considered by its authors to have an apical archaeo-
pyle and, following the subsequent demonstra t ion 
by J . P . B U J A K et al. (1980b) that the type species 
of Polysphaeridium had an epitractal archaeopyle , 
D A V E Y and W I L L I A M S ' species was selected as type 
for a new genus, Dapsilidinium, into which the 
forms with apical archaeopyles were thenceforward 
to be placed. 
Of the four specimens illustrated as "Hystricho-
sphaeridium pseudhystrichodinium", only one may 
still be identified in P A S T I E L S ' type material ; this 
is the specimen which he depicted (1948, PI . 3 , fig. 
14), here refigured ( P I . I l l , figs. 3-4). F rom the 
illustrations here presented , it may be seen that the 
archaeopyle is epitractal , being cast off in the form 
of at least one apical piece and a series of precin-
gular pieces; the specimen ( P I . I l l , fig. 5) shows 
one of the latter that is still a t tached. Ano the r of 
the specimens figured by P A S T I E L S (1948, PI . 3 , fig. 
12) clearly also had an epitractal archaeopyle; the 
morphology of the o ther two specimens he figured 
is less evident. 
The processes of P A S T I E L S ' specimens are oblate , 
tapering from their base to about two-thirds height 
and thereafter widening slightly. Their proximal 
d iameter is about twice that of their narrowest 
Family Cleistosphaeridiaceae 
S A R J E A N T and D O W N I E , 1974 
Genus Impletosphaeridium M O R G E N R O T H , 1966 
D I S C U S S I O N 
In their comprehensive review of pre-Pleistocene 
dinoflagellate cysts, L . E . S T O V E R and W . R . E V I T T 
(1978, p . 232) retained this genus for species with 
"essentially solid" processes "whose archaeopyle 
type is unknown or uncer ta in" . The archaeopyle of 
the type species, Impletosphaeridium transfodum 
M O R G E N R O T H , 1966, is not described in the text 
but is well shown in one of M O R G E N R O T H ' S illustra-
tions (1966, PI. 10, fig. 4) . It appears irregularly 
hexagonal in shape and may well be apical in situa-
t ion, but (from the figure, at least) seems to lack 
both the accessory archaeopyle sutures and the 
sulcal notch typical of apical archaeopyles . Should 
the archaeopyle indeed prove to be apical and 
should no other differentiating characters become 
apparent , then Impletosphaeridium may prove to 
be a synonym of Cleistosphaeridium D A V E Y et al., 
1966, with a seniority of ra ther more than one 
month . Pending re-examination of M O R G E N R O T H ' S 
type mater ia l , however , I consider it preferable to 
retain both genera . 
Impletosphaeridium cf. transfodum 
M O R G E N R O T H , 1966 
(P la te IV, F igures 3 , 5) 
(pars) 1948. — Hystrichosphaeridium fluctuans ElSE-
NACK. — A. PASTIELS, p. 40 (unfigured). 
DISCUSSION 
A s p e c i m e n in PASTIELS' c o l l e c t i o n , l abe l l ed by 
him "Hystrichosphaeridium fluctuans ElSENACK" 
a n d , by impl i ca t ion , i n c l u d e d in his p u b l i s h e d d e s -
cript ion o f the forms s o n a m e d , is h e r e i l lustrated 
for the first t i m e (PI. 4 , figs. 3 , 5). It a p p e a r s t o b e 
in sl ightly t i l ted apical v i e w and has a p o l y g o n a l 
a r c h a e o p y l e , poss ib ly apical but w i t h o u t consp i -
c u o u s accessory sutures or a d i scernib le sulcal 
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n o t c h , w h i c h is very m u c h remin i scent of that of 
Impletosphaeridium transfodum MORGENROTH. 
M o r e o v e r its p r o c e s s e s , t h o u g h m u c h re f l exed , are 
c o m p a r a b l e in n u m b e r , character and relat ive 
l ength t o t h o s e o f that s p e c i e s , t h o u g h not exh i -
bit ing the m i n u t e p o r e s u p o n wi th MORGENROTH 
(1966, p . 36) r e m a r k e d . For that r e a s o n a l o n e , P A S -
T I E L S ' s p e c i m e n is c o m p a r e d w i t h , and not p l a c e d 
into , M O R G E N R O T H ' S s p e c i e s , w h o s e l imits of 
variat ion r e m a i n to be d e t e r m i n e d . 
Genus Cleistosphaeridium 
D A V E Y , D O W N I E , S A R J E A N T and W I L L I A M S , 1966 
? Cleistosphaeridium sp. plur. indet. 
1948. - Hystrichosphaeridium brevispinosum (ElSE-
NACK). — A . PASTIELS, p. 43, pi. 4, figs. 18-21. 
DISCUSSION 
PASTIELS referred four specimens, of diverse mor-
phological character , incorrectly to ElSENACK 's 
Silurian species Hystrichosphaeridium brevispino-
sum (now known to be an acritarch and styled 
lialttsphaeridium brevispinosum). None of these 
were located in PASTIELS' surviving material , nor 
are his figures adequa te to enable their confident 
recognition. One of his drawings (PI. 4, fig. 21) 
suggests a closed precingular archaeopyle , in which 
case its tentative allocation to this genus must be 
incorrect; but the uncertainties are so great that 
any other assignation would be equally speculative. 
Fami ly D e f l a n d r e a c e a e 
E I S E N A C K , 1954, e m e n d , n o v . 
1954. — Family Deflandreidae ElSENACK. — A . ElSE-
NACK, p. 305-307. 
1961. — Family Deflandreidae ElSENACK, emend. — T.F. 
V O Z Z H E N N I K O V A , p. 1461. 
1965. — Family Deflandreaceae ElSENACK, emend. V O Z -
Z H E N N I K O V A . — T.F. V O Z Z H E N N I K O V A , p. 179. 
1966. — Cyst-Family Deflandreaceae, emend. S A R J E A N T 
& D O W N I E . — W . A . S . S A R J E A N T and C. D O W N I E . pp. 
521-522. 
1967. — Family Deflandreaceae ElSENACK, emend. V o z -
/ I I I N N I K O V A . — T.F. V O Z Z H E N N I K O V A , p. 134. Family 
Cooksoniellaceae V O Z Z H E N N I K O V A . — T.F. V O Z Z H E N -
N I K O V A , p. 183. Family Chatangiellaceae V O Z Z H E N N I -
K O V A . — T.F. V O Z Z H E N N I K O V A , p. 128. 
(pars) 1967. — Group N . — C. D O W N I E and W . A . S . 
S A R J E A N T , p. 204. 
(pars) 1968. — Deflandreoid lineage. — D. W A L L and 
B . D A L E . tab. 2. 
1969. — Family Deflandreaceae ElSENACK, emend. S A R -
J E A N T & D O W N I E . — A . E I S E N A C K , p. 341. 
(pars) 1974. — Family Deflandreaceae E I S E N A C K , emend. 
S A R J E A N T and D O W N I E . — W . A . S . S A R J E A N T and C . 
D O W N I E , pp. 20-21. 
1978. — Family Deflandreaceae E I S E N A C K , emend. SAR-
J E A N T & D O W N I E . — G. N O R R I S , pp. 17-18. 
E M E N D E D D I A G N O S I S 
Cysts organic-walled, proximate , cavate . Periblast 
spheroidal to ellipsoidal, polygonal or fusiform in 
shape , with or without an apical horn and one or 
two antapical horns but without lateral horns . 
Endoblas t spheroidal to ovoidal or subpolygonal . 
without horns . Surface of periblast with or without 
a cover of short spines. Paratabulat ion clearly to 
feebly marked or absent ; where determinable ' , its 
pat tern accords exactly or approximately with the 
formula 4 ' , 3a, 7", 5" ' , 2"", the cingulum being 
divided into six or seven paraplates or undivided, 
and the sulcus divided into paraplates or (most 
often) undivided. When a para tabula t ion is not 
evident , the cingulum and sulcus may be marked 
clearly, feebly, or not at all. Archaeopyle inter-
calary, typically of hexa type. It is formed most 
often by loss of a single intercalary parapla te (2a) 
or , more rarely, of two or all three intercalary para-
plates (2a plus la or 3a, or bo th) . 
T Y P E G E N U S 
Deflandrea E I S E N A C K , 1938, emend. L E N T I N and 
W I L L I A M S , 1976. 
O T H E R I N C L U D E D G E N E R A 
Alterbia LENTIN and W I L L I A M S . 1976; Amphidiadema 
C O O K S O N and E I S E N A C K . I 9 6 0 , emend. LENTIN and W I L -
LIAMS, 1976; Ihtlbodinium O. W E T Z E L , 1960; Ceratiopsis 
V O Z Z H E N N I K O V A , 1963, emend. B U J A K et al., 1980b; 
Chatangiella V O Z Z H E N N I K O V A , 1967, emend. L E N T I N 
and W I L L I A M S , 1976: Diconodinium E I S E N A C K and 
C O O K S O N , 1960, emend. M O R G A N , 1977; Evittodinium 
D E F L A N D R E , 1964; Hexagonifera C O O K S O N and ElSE-
N A C K , 1961. emend. S T O V E R and E V I T T , 1978; Isabelidi-
nium L E N T I N and W I L L I A M S . 1977a; Lentinia B U J A K , 
1980; Nelsoniella C O O K S O N and ElSENACK, 1960; Palaeo-
cystodinium A L B E R T I , 1961; Smolenskiella VOZZHENNI-
K O V A , 1967; Spinidinium C O O K S O N and ElSENACK, 
1962b, emend. L E N T I N and W I L L I A M S , 1976; Svalbardella 
M A N U M , I960; Trithyrodinium DRUOG, 1967. emend. 
L E N T I N and W I L L I A M S , 1976; Uvatodinium VOZZHENNI-
K O V A , 1963; Vozzhennikovia L E N T I N and W I L L I A M S . 
1976; Xenikoon C O O K S O N and ElSENACK. I960. 
D I S C U S S I O N 
In the emendat ion we proposed in 1974, D O W N I E 
and the author (1974) redefined the Def landreaceae 
in such fashion as to incorporate V O Z Z H E N N I K O -
V A ' s Family Wetzeliellaceae (1961). Subsequent ly , 
C O S T A and D O W N I E (1979a) reinstated this family; 
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their view, read in manuscript , was endorsed in a 
paper published in advance of theirs by N O R R I S 
(1978) and is accepted here . The diagnosis of the 
Family Deflandreaceae thus is emended to exclude 
forms possessing lateral horns . In addit ion, the 
nature of cingulum and sulcus is made more explicit 
and stress is laid on the fact that the intercalary 
archaeopyle is typically formed by loss of a single 
paraplate of hexa type. 
Deflandrea oebisfeldensis A L B E R T I , 1959 
(Plate I, F igure 2) 
(pars) 1948. — Peridinium cf. galeatum L E J E U N E - C A R -
PENTIER. — A . P A S T I E L S . p. 50-51, pi. 5, fig. 16. 
1959. G . A L B E R T I . p. 95-96, pi. 8, figs. 10-13. 
1964. — Deflandrea oebisfeldensis A L B E R T I . — A . ElSE-
N A C K and K . W . K L E M E N T , p. 203-204. 
1 9 6 4 . — Deflandrea oebisfeldensis A L B E R T I . — C. D O W -
NIE and W . A . S . S A R J E A N T , p. 109. 
1966b. — Deflandrea oebisfeldensis A L B E R T I . — G . L . 
W I L L I A M S and C . D O W N I E , p. 233, pi. 26, fig. 1. 
1967. — Deflandrea oebisfeldensis A L B E R T I . — N . B-AL-
T E S , P- 7, pi. 1, fig. 6. 
1967a. — Deflandrea oebisfeldensis A L B E R T I . — W . A . S . 
S A R J E A N T , tab. 9 (p. 335). 
1972. — Deflandrea oebisfeldensis A L B E R T I . — C. 
G R U A S - C A V A G N E T T O , p. 222. 
1973. — Deflandrea oebisfeldensis A L B E R T I . — G . F . W . 
H E R N G R E E N , p. 130, pi. 1. fig. 1. 
1973. — Deflandrea oebisfeldensis A L B E R T I . — J . K . L E N -
TIN and G . L . W I L L I A M S , p. 43. 
1975. — Deflandrea oebisfeldensis A L B E R T I . — G . L . W I L -
LIAMS and W . W . B R I D E A U X , p. 23, pi. 4, fig. 5, folding 
fig. 14. 
1975. — Deflandrea oebisfeldensis A L B E R T I . — S . D . 
H A R K E R and W . A . S . S A R J E A N T , charts 24 (p. 257) and 
67 (p. 300). 
1976. — Deflandrea oebisfeldensis A L B E R T I . — C. 
G R U A S - C A V A G N E T T O , p. 70. 
1976. — Deflandrea oebisfeldensis A L B E R T I . — J . K . L E N -
TIN and G . L . W I L L I A M S , p. 42, pi. 3, fig. 40. 
1977a. — Deflandrea oebisfeldensis A L B E R T I . — G . L . 
W I L L I A M S and J .P . B U J A K , text-fig. 9. 
1977b — Deflandrea oebisfeldensis A L B E R T I . — J . K . L E N -
TIN and G . L . W I L L I A M S , p. 44. 
1977b. — Deflandrea oebisfeldensis A L B E R T I . — R . E . 
J A N D U C H Ê N E , p. 149, tab. 1. 
1978. — Deflandrea oebisfeldensis A L B E R T I . — L . E . STO-
V E R and W . R . E V I T T , p. 101. 
1979. — Deflandrea oebisfeldensis A L B E R T I . — M . S . 
B A R S S , J .P . B U J A K and G . L . W I L L I A M S , p. 27, 29, 65, 
67, 69, 74, 91, 94. 
1979b. — Deflandrea oebisfeldensis A L B E R T I . — L . I . 
C O S T A and C. D O W N I E , tabs. 1-2. 
1980a. — Deflandrea oebisfeldensis A L B E R T I . — J. D E 
C O N I N C K , tab. 1 (p. 202). 
1980b. — Deflandrea oebisfeldensis A L B E R T I . — J. D E 
C O N I N C K , tab. 1 (p. 314). 
1980. — Deflandrea oebisfeldensis A L B E R T I . — A . W . 
V A N E R V E , H . V I S S C H E R and V . J . G U P T A , p. 621. pi. 
2, fig. 1. 
1981. — Deflandrea oebisfeldensis A L B E R T I . — J . K . L E N -
TIN and G . L . W I L L I A M S , p. 76. 
1982. — Deflandrea oebisfeldensis A L B E R T I . — C. HEIL¬ 
M A N N - C L A U S E N , p. 58, 59, fig. 3c. 
non 1972. — Deflandrea oebisfeldensis auct. non A L B E R -
TI. — P . N . V O N B E N E D E K , p. 12, pi. 3, fig. 3. 
non 1978. — Deflandrea oebisfeldensis auct. non A L B E R -
TI. — JlABO. 83, pi. 2, fig. 12. 
D I S C U S S I O N 
The six specimens figured by P A S T I E L S under the 
name "Peridinium cf. galeatum" represent a variety 
of morphological types, which nowadays would 
be assigned to at least four different species (and 
three different genera) of cavate cysts. P A S T I E L S 
recognized the cavate character of his specimens, 
implicitly at least for, whilst he t reated ElSENACK 's 
species Deflandrea phosphoritica as a junior syno-
nym of P. galeatum (1948, p . 5 0 ) , at the same time 
he noted that his specimens included encysted spe-
cimens. However , scientific opinions have now 
much changed; the motile genus Peridinium is no 
longer considered to be represented directly by any 
fossils and L E J E U N E - C A R P E N T I E R ' S species now 
is itself at t r ibuted to the genus Deflandrea (see 
L E J E U N E - C A R P E N T I E R and S A R J E A N T , 1981, p . 
18-19). 
Of the six figured specimens, three remain recogni-
zable. A m o n g these is one of the two "encysted 
specimens" figured by P A S T I E L S (1948, P I . 5 , fig. 
16). Its ambitus — in particular, the propor t ionate 
length of its three horns — and the shape of its 
archaeopyle show this form to be at tr ibutable to 
Deflandrea oebisfeldensis. The other "encysted" 
specimen figured by P A S T I E L S ( P I . 5 , fig. 21) was 
not located but appears also referable to D. oebis-
feldensis. 
This species is known from the Late Palaeocene 
(Thanet ion) to Lower Eocene (Ypresian) of north 
Ge rmany , the Stalingrad region ( U . S . S . R . ) , Eng-
land, France , Belgium, the Nether lands and Swit-
zerland, from the Palaeocene (Thanet ian) of the 
English Channel , from the Late Palaeocene to 
Early Eocene of the Rockall Plateau, Atlantic 
Ocean , from the Early to Middle Eocene of the 
Grand Banks and the Scotian and Labrador Shelves, 
offshore eastern Canada , and from the Eocene of 
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the Simla Himalaya, India. The Oligocène speci-
mens at t r ibuted to D. oebisfeldensis by B E N E D E K 
(1972) and the Tert iary specimens figured by the 
three Chinese palynologists styling themselves 
JlABO (1978) differ too markedly in morphology to 
be included within this species. 
Genus Lentinia B U J A K , 1980 
Lenlinia wetzelii ( M O R G E N R O T H , 1966) 
B U J A K , 1980 
(Plate V , Figures 6-7) 
(pars) 1948. — Peridinium cf. galeatum L E J E U N E - C A R -
PENTIER. — A . PASTIELS, p. 50-51, pi. 5, figs. 17, 19. 
1966. — Deflandrea wetzeli M O R G E N R O T H . — M O R G E N -
R O T H , p. 9, pi. 1, figs. 4-5. 
1971. — Deflandrea wetzeli M O R G E N R O T H . — A . ElSE-
N A C K and G . KJELLSTROM, p. 9, pi. 1. figs. 4-5. 
1973. — Deflandrea wetzeli M O R G E N R O T H . — J . K . L E N -
TIN and G . L . W I L L I A M S , p. 45. 
1975. — Deflandrea wetzeli M O R G E N R O T H . — S . D . 
H A R K E R and W . A . S . S A R J E A N T , chart 24 (p. 257). 
1976. — Deflandrea wetzelii M O R G E N R O T H . — J . K . L E N -
TIN and G . L . W I L L I A M S , p. 45, pi. 2. fig. 27. 
1976. — Deflandrea wetzelii M O R G E N R O T H . — G . L . 
E A T O N , p. 292, pi. 17, fig. 4. 
1977. — Deflandrea wetzelii M O R G E N R O T H . — G . L . W I L -
LIAMS and J . P . B U J A K , text-fig. 9. 
1977b. — Deflandrea wetzelii M O R G E N R O T H . — J . K . 
L E N T I N and G . L . W I L L I A M S , p. 47. 
1978. — Deflandrea wetzelii M O R G E N R O T H . — L . E . STO-
V E R and W . R . E V I T T , p. 101. 
1979. — Deflandrea wetzelii M O R G E N R O T H . — M . S . 
B A R S S , J . P . B U J A K and G . L . W I L L I A M S , p. 4 4 , 5 8 , 7 3 , 8 1 . 
1980. — Lentinia wetzelii ( M O R G E N R O T H ) B U J A K . — J . P . 
B U J A K , p. 72. 
1981. — Lentinia wetzelii ( M O R G E N R O T H ) . — J . K . L E N -
TIN and G . L . W I L L I A M S , p. 171. 
D I S C U S S I O N 
This species is represented among the four morpho-
logical types figured as "Peridinium cf. galeatum" 
by P A S T I E L S (1948, P I . 5, figs. 17, 19). The former 
specimen could not be found, but the latter survives 
and is here reil lustrated. 
Lentinia wetzelii, originally described from the Late 
Eocene of Ge rmany , has been repor ted subse-
quently from the Early to Late Eocene (Ypresian 
to Bar tonian) of England and from submarine cores 
from the Early to Late Eocene of the Grand Banks 
and Scotian Shelf and the Middle Eocene of the 
Labrador Shelf, offshore eastern Canada . 
Genus Ceratiopsis V O Z Z H E N N I K O V A , 1963, 
emend . B U J A K , D O W N I E , E A T O N 
and W I L L I A M S , 1 9 8 0 
Ceratiopsis leptoderma V O Z Z H E N N I K O V A , 1963 
(Plate II , Figure 2) 
(pars) 1948. — Peridinium cf. galeatum L E J E U N E - C A R -
PENTIER. — A . P A S T I E L S , p. 50-51. pi. 5. figs. 18. 20. 
1963. — Ceratiopsis leptoderma V O Z Z H E N N I K O V A . — 
T . F . V O Z Z H E N N I K O V A . p. 180, text-fig. 8. 
1967. — Ceratiopsis leptoderma V O Z Z H E N N I K O V A . — A . 
E I S E N A C K , p. 25 (132c). 
1973. — Ceratiopsis leptoderma V O Z Z H E N N I K O V A . — 
J . K . L E N T I N and G . L . W I L L I A M S , p. 24. 
1975. — Ceratiopsis leptoderma V O Z Z H E N N I K O V A . — 
S . D . H A R K E R and W . A . S . S A R J E A N T , charts 24 (p. 257) 
and 67 (p. 300). 
1976. — Deflandrea leptoderma ( V O Z Z H E N N I K O V A ) . — 
J . K . L E N T I N and G . L . W I L L I A M S , p. 41, pi. 3 . fig. 31. 
1977a. — Deflandrea leptoderma ( V O Z Z H E N N I K O V A ) . — 
G . L . W I L L I A M S and J . P . B U J A K , text-fig. 9. 
1977b. — Ceratiopsis leptoderma V O Z Z H E N N I K O V A . — 
J . K . L E N T I N and G L . WILLIAMS, p. 21. 
1978. — Deflandrea leptoderma ( V O Z Z H E N N I K O V A ) . -
L . E . S T O V E R and W . R . E V I T T , p. 101. 
1979. — Ceratiopsis leptoderma V O Z Z H E N N I K O V A . — 
M . S . B A R S S , J . P . B U J A K and G . L . W I L L I A M S , p. 62. 
1981. — Ceratiopsis leptoderma V O Z Z H E N N I K O V A . — 
J . K . LENTIN and G . L . W I L L I A M S , p. 38. 
non 1977. — Ceratiopsis leptoderma V O Z Z H E N N I K O V A . 
— E . B O L T E N H A G E N , p. 112-113. pi. 22, figs. 1-3. 
D I S C U S S I O N 
This species also is represented among the types 
conjointly named "Peridinium cf. galeatum" by 
P A S T I E L S . The specimen he figured (1948, PI. 5, 
fig. 18) survives and is here reil lustrated. Though 
very pale , it may be seen to exhibit all the features 
that characterise Ceratiopsis leptoderma. A revision 
of the diagnosis of that species is overdue , but can-
not be a t tempted on the basis of a single specimen 
of such mediocre quality. 
C. leptoderma, first described from the Palaeocene 
of western Siberia ( U . S . S . R . ) , has been repor ted 
subsequently only from the Late Palaeocene to 
Early Eocene of the Grand Banks , offshore eastern 
Canada . The specimens from the Late Cretaceous 
of G a b o n , at t r ibuted to this species by B O L T E N -
H A G E N (1977), differ so significantly in endoblast 
morphology that I consider them referable to a 
distinct species. 
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Family Wetzeliellaceae V O Z Z H E N N I K O V A , 1961, 
emend , nov. 
1961. — Family Wetzeliellaceae V O Z Z H E N N I K O V A . — 
T.F. V O Z Z H E N N I K O V A , p. 1461. 
1965. — Family Wetzeliellaceae V O Z Z H E N N I K O V A . — 
T.F. V O Z Z H E N N I K O V A , p. 180. 
(pars) 1967. — Group N . — C . D O W N I E and W . A . S . 
S A R J E A N T , p. 204. 
1967. — Family Wetzeliellaceae V O Z Z H E N N I K O V A . — 
T.F. V O Z Z H E N N I K O V A , p. 160-161. 
(pars) 1968. — Deflandreoid lineage. — D. W A L L and 
B. D A L E , tab. 2. 
(pars) 1974. — Family Deflandreaceae ElSENACK, 
e m e n d . — W . A . S . S A R J E A N T and C . D O W N I E , p. 20-21. 
1978. — Family Wetzeliellaceae V O Z Z H E N N I K O V A . — G. 
N O R R I S , p. 19. 
1979a. — Family Wetzeliellaceae V O Z Z H E N N I K O V A . — 
L. C O S T A and C. D O W N I E , p. 34. 
E M E N D E D D I A G N O S I S 
Cysts organic-walled, proximate , cavate. Periblast 
of subpolygonal to kite-shaped, rhomboidal or pen-
tagonal ambitus , with flanks convex to concave. An 
apical horn , two lateral horns and one or two anta-
pical horns are developed. Endoblast spheroidal to 
ovoidal or subpolygonal , without horns . Surface or 
periblast laevigate or covered with short spines, 
simple or furcate, arranged along paraplate boun-
daries or forming a general cover. Paratabulat ion 
clearly to feebly marked or absent; where deter-
minable , its pat tern accords exactly or approxi-
mately with the formula 4 ' , 3a, 7", 5" ' , 2"", the 
cingulum being divided into six or seven paraplates 
or undivided and the sulcus divided into paraplates 
or (most often) undivided. When a paratabulat ion 
is not evident, the cingulum and sulcus may be 
marked clearly, feebly or not at all. Archaeopyle 
intercalary, typically formed by loss of a single 
anter ior intercalary paraplate (2a) of quadra type, 
or , more rarely, of two or all three anter ior inter-
calary paraplates . 
T Y P E G E N U S 
Wetzeliella ElSENACK, 1938, emend. L E N T I N and 
W I L L I A M S , 1976. 
O T H E R I N C L U D E D G E N E R A 
Apectodinium ( C O S T A and D O W N I E , 1976) L E N T I N 
and W I L L I A M S , 1977b; Dracodinium G O C H T , 1955, 
emend . B U J A K et al., 1980b; Gochtodinium B U J A K , 
1979; Kisselovia V O Z Z H E N N I K O V A , 1963, emend . 
L E N T I N and W I L L I A M S , 1976; Rhombodinium 
G O C H T , 1955, emend . B U J A K , 1979; Wilsonidium 
L E N T I N and W I L L I A M S , 1976. 
D I S C U S S I O N 
The diagnosis given here is much fuller than that 
of V O Z Z H E N N I K O V A , incorporat ing details of the 
para tabula t ion, archaeopyle and surficial orna-
ment . Essentially this family differs from the 
Deflandreaceae in having lateral horns , in posses-
sing much more often a cover of spines and in 
having a quadra- type intercalery archaeopyle . 
Genus Wetzeliella ElSENACK, 1938, 
emend . L E N T I N and W I L L I A M S , 1976 
Wetzeliella articúlala ElSENACK, 1938 
(Plate I V , Figures 1, 2, 4; Plate V , Figures 2-5) 
[An extensive synonymy for this species is given in 
S A R J E A N T , 1981, p . 118-119. The following refe-
rences should be modified or added: ] 
(pars) 1948. — Hystrichosphaeridium articulatum ElSE-
NACK. — A. PASTIELS , p. 43-44, pi. 4, figs. 12-13. 
1980a. — Wetzeliella articúlala ElSENACK. — J . P . BUJAK, 
C . D O W N I E , G.L. E A T O N and G.L. W I L L I A M S , text-fig. 
7A. 
1980. — Wetzeliella articúlala E I S E N A C K . — J . J . C H Á -
T E A U N E U F , p. 150, 272, text-fig. 34b. 
1980. — Wetzeliella aff. articúlala ElSENACK. — J . J . CHÁ-
TEAUNEUF, p. 150, 272, fig. 1, text-fig. 34b. 
1981. — Wetzeliella articúlala ElSENACK. — J . K . LENTIN 
and G . K . WILLIAMS, p. 289. 
DISCUSSION 
The citation "Hystrochosphaeridium articulatum 
( O . W E T Z E L ) P A S T I E L S " , used in A. P A S T I E L S ' 
plate captions and, in expanded form, in his text 
(1948, p . 42) is incorrect. Whilst he may have been 
right in believing that W E T Z E L (1935, p . 61-62, 
PI. 10, figs. 1-2) was the first to figure and describe 
this species, the name was proposed , not by 
W E T Z E L , but by E I S E N A C K (1938, p . 186-187). P A S -
T I E L S ' reat tr ibution of the species to the genus Hys-
trichosphaeridium was not appropr ia te . Nei ther in 
this nor in his considering Wetzeliella clathrata ElSE-
N A C K , 1938 to be a junior synonym of this species 
has P A S T I E L S been followed by subsequent au thors . 
P A S T I E L S figured five specimens under the name 
"ƒƒ. articulatum". Two at least of these (1948, pi. 
4, figs. 12-13) accord with current concepts of the 
morphology of that species. The three o thers , 
however , now are at t r ibutable to other species (and 
in two instances, to other genera) ; these are discus-
sed below. Of the several specimens identified by 
P A S T I E L S as belonging to this species, and accord-
ing closely with its morphology, three are illustrated 
herein. The specimen here illustrated in PI. V , fig. 
5 appears to be one of those figured by P A S T I E L S 
(1948, pi. 4, fig. 13). 
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The recorded geographic and stratigraphic distribu-
tion of this species is summarised in my earlier 
paper ( S A R J E A N T , 1981, p. 120). 
Wetzeliella meckelfeldensis G O C H T , 1969 
Wetzeliella meckelfeldensis G O C H T subsp. lobisca 
( W I L L I A M S and D O W N I E , 1966b) 
C O S T A and D O W N I E , 1979 
(Plate IV, Figure 6) 
(pars) 1948. — Hystrichosphaeridium articulatum (ElSE-
NACK. — A. P A S T I E L S , p. 42-43, pi. 4, fig. 17. 
1966b. — Wetzeliella (Wetzeliella) symmetrica W E I L E R 
var. lobisca W I L L I A M S & D O W N I E . — G . L . W I L L I A M S 
and C . D O W N I E , p. 196, pi. 20, fig. 3. 
1971. — Wetzeliella (Wetzeliella) symmetrica var. lobisca 
W I L L I A M S & D O W N I E . — A. E I S E N A C K and G . KJELL-
S T R O M , p. 8 (195). 
1973. — Wetzeliella symmetrica lobisca ( W I L L I A M S & 
D O W N I E ) . — J . K . L E N T I N and G . L . W I L L I A M S , p. 143. 
1976. — Wetzeliella symmetrica lobisca ( W I L L I A M S & 
D O W N I E ) . — J . K . L E N T I N and G . L . W I L L I A M S , p. 133, 
pi. 17, fig. 266. 
1977b. — Wetzeliella symmetrica lobisca ( W I L L I A M S & 
D O W N I E ) . — J . K . L E N T I N and G . L . W I L L I A M S , p. 170. 
1979a. — Wetzeliella meckelfeldensis [sic] lobisca ( W I L -
LIAMS & D O W N I E ) . — L . I . C O S T A and C. D O W N I E , p. 43. 
1981. — Wetzeliella meckelfeldensis subsp. lobisca ( W I L -
LIAMS & D O W N I E ) . — J . K . L E N T I N and G . L . W I L L I A M S , 
p. 290. 
D I S C U S S I O N 
In their first description of this variety, W I L L I A M S 
and D O W N I E (1966a) recognised correctly that it 
had been figured earlier by P A S T I E L S . Both the 
figured specimens to which they made reference 
( P A S T I E L S , 1948, PI. 4, figs. 16-17) have chanced 
to survive; one of them does indeed accord in mor-
phology with this subspecies and is reillustrated 
here . P A S T I E L S referred to this specimen as his 
" H o l o t y p e " — an incorrect use of that term — of 
"Hystrichosphaeridium articulatum ". 
The species W. meckelfeldensis has a known range 
from Late Palaeocene (Thanet ian) to Middle Eo-
cene . The range of the subspecies lobisca remains 
to be de te rmined , but appears likely to prove iden-
tical. Indeed, it might more appropriately be ac-
corded varietal status once again, since there is no 
evidence that it can be segregated geographically 
or stratigraphically. 
Genus Kisselovia V O Z Z H E N N I K O V A , 1963 
Kisselovia tenuivirgula 
( W I L L I A M S and D O W N I E , 1966b) 
L E N T I N and W I L L I A M S , 1976 
(Plate I, Figure 5) 
(pars) 1948. — Hystrichosphaeridium geometrkum P A S -
TIELS. — A. PASTIELS, p. 41, pi. 4, fig. 9. 
1966b. — Wetzeliella (Wetzeliella) tenuivirgula W I L L I A M S 
& D O W N I E . — G . L . W I L L I A M S and C. D O W N I E , p. 188¬ 
189, pi. 19, figs. 2, 4. 
1968. — Wetzeliella tenuivirgula W I L L I A M S & D O W N I E . 
— J . J . C H A T E A U N E U F and C. G R U A S - C A V A G N E T T O , 
p. 132. 
1971. — Wetzeliella (Wetzeliella) tenuivirgula W I L L I A M S 
& D O W N I E . — C. D O W N I E , M . A . H U S S A I N and G . L . 
W I L L I A M S , p. 30. 
1971. — Wetzeliella (Wetzeliella) tenuivirgula W I L L I A M S 
& D O W N I E . — A. E I S E N A C K and G . K J E L L S T R O M . p. 
199-200 (856b-c). 
1973. — Wetzeliella tenuivirgula W I L L I A M S & D O W N I E . 
— Y . C A R O , p. 366, pi. 5, fig. 4. 
1973. — Wetzeliella tenuivirgula W I L L I A M S & D O W N I I 
— G . F . W . H E R N G R E E N , pl. 1, fig. 4. 
1973. — Wetzeliella tenuivirgula W I L L I A M S & D O W N I I . 
— J . K . L E N T I N and G . L . W I L L I A M S , p. 143. 
71975. — Aff. Wetzeliella tenuivirgula W I L L I A M S & 
D O W N I E . — W . R . E V I T T and S . T . P I E R C E , fig. 2. no. 5. 
1975. — Wetzeliella tenuivirgula W I L L I A M S & D O W N I E . 
— J . P . A U F F R E T and C. G R U A S - C A V A G N E T T O , p. 651. 
1975. — Wetzeliella tenuivirgula W I L L I A M S & D O W N I E . 
— G . L . W I L L I A M S and W . W . B R I D E A U X , p. 21, 24. 
1975. — Wetzeliella tenuivirgula W I L L I A M S & D O W N I E . 
— S . D . H A R K E R and W . A . S . S A R J E A N T , chart 25 (p. 
258). 
1976. — Wetzeliella (Wetzeliella) tenuivirgula ( W I L L I A M S 
& D O W N I E ) . — L . I . C O S T A and C . D O W N I E , p. 600, 
text.-figs. 1, 3. 
1976. — Kisselevia [sic] tenuivirgula ( W I L L I A M S & 
D O W N I E ) . — J . K . L E N T I N and G . L . W I L L I A M S , p. 136. 
1976. — Wetzeliella (Wetzeliella) tenuivirgula W I L L I A M S 
& D O W N I E . — G . L . E A T O N , p. 303, pi. 20, figs. 1-2, 
text-fig. 3. 
1977a. — Wetzeliella tenuivirgula W I L L I A M S & D O W N I E . 
— G . L . W I L L I A M S and J . P . B U J A K , text-fig. 9 (folding 
chart). 
1977b. — Kisselevia [sic] tenuivirgula W I L L I A M S & D O W -
NIE. — R . E . J A N D U C H Ê N E , p. 151. tab. 1. 
1977b. — Kisselovia tenuivirgula ( W I L L I A M S & D O W N I E ) . 
— J . K . L E N T I N and G . L . W I L L I A M S , p. 93. 
1978. — Kisselovia tenuivirgula ( W I L L I A M S & D O W N I E ) . 
— L . E . S T O V E R and W . R . E V I T T , p. 111. 
1 9 7 8 . — Kisselevia [sic] tenuivirgula ( W I L L I A M S & 
D O W N I E ) . — G . S T A M P F L I , R . E . J A N D U C H E N E and R . 
H E R B , p. 389, pi. 31, figs. 1-4. 
1979. — Kisselovia tenuivirgula ( W I L L I A M S & D O W N I E ) . 
— M . S . B A R S S , J . P . B U J A K and G . L . W I L L I A M S , p. 20, 
85, 88, 94. 
71979 — Kisselovia cf. tenuivirgula ( W I L L I A M S & D O W -
N I E ) . — M . S . B A R S S , J . P . B U J A K and G . L . W I L L I A M S , 
p. 92. 
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1980. — Kisselovia tenuivirgula ( W I L L I A M S & D O W N I E ) . 
— A . W . V A N E R V E , H . V I S S C H E R and V . J . G U P T A , p. 
6 2 7 - 6 2 8 , pi. 2 , figs. 5 - 7 . 
1980a. — Kisselovia tenuivirgula ( W I L L I A M S & D O W N I E ) . 
— J .P . B U J A K , C. D O W N I E , G . L . E A T O N and G . L . W I L -
LIAMS, text-fig. 7 B . 
1981. — Kisselovia tenuivirgula ( W I L L I A M S & D O W N I E ) . 
— J . K . L E N T I N and G . L . W I L L I A M S , p. 1 6 4 . 
D I S C U S S I O N 
The forms placed by P A S T I E L S into his species Hys-
trichosphaeridium geometricum comprehend , in 
modern terms, several morphological types. One of 
the specimens surviving is that which he illustrated 
(1948, PI. 4, fig. 9) . Though it is now in lamentable 
condit ion, its ambitus and the character and distri-
bution of its spines show it to be at tr ibutable to 
Kisselovia tenuivirgula. 
This species appears to be confined to the Early 
and Middle Eocene (Late Ypresian to Lutet ian) 
and thus serves as a useful stratigraphical marker . 
It has been recorded from sediments of these ages 
in England, France , Belgium, the Nether lands , 
Switzerland, Iran and the Simla Himalaya, India, 
from submarine cores from the English Channel , 
from the Grand Banks and Scotian and Labrador 
Shelves, offshore eastern Canada , and questionably 
from California. 
Genus Apectodinium ( C O S T A and D O W N I E , 1976) 
L E N T I N and W I L L I A M S , 1977b 
Apectodinium homomorphum 
( D E F L A N D R E and C O O K S O N , 1955) 
L E N T I N and W I L L I A M S , 1977b, 
emend . H A R L A N D , 1979 
(pars) 1948. — Hystrichosphaeridium geometricum P A S -
TIELS. — A . PASTIELS, p. 41, pi. 4, figs. 6, 11, nomen 
nudum. [Jr. homonym of Hystrichosphaeridium geometri-
cum D E F L A N D R E , 1942]. 
(pars) 1948. — Hystrichosphaeridium articulatum auct. 
non E I S E N A C K . — A . P A S T I E L S , p. 42-43, pi. 4, fig. 14. 
1953. _ Hystrichosphaeridium geometricum PASTIELS 
non D E F L A N D R E . — I . C C O O K S O N , p. 114-115, pi. 2, 
fig. 25, nomen nudum. 
1955. _ Wetzeliella homomorpha D E F L A N D R E & C O O K -
S O N . — G . D E F L A N D R E and I . C . C O O K S O N , p. 254, pi. 5, 
fig. 7, text-figs. 17-18. 
1964. — Wetzeliella (Wetzeliella) homomorpha D E F L A N -
D R E & C O O K S O N . — C. D O W N I E and W . A . S . S A R J E A N T , 
p. 154. 
1964. — Wetzeliella homomorpha D E F L A N D R E & C O O K -
SON. — A . E I S E N A C K and K . W . K L E M E N T , p. 829. 
1965. — Wetzeliella homomorpha D E F L A N D R E & C O O K -
S O N . — J. D E C O N I N C K , p. 11. 14. pi. 11, figs. 1, 2, 5, 
6, 8, 9, 16. 
1966. — Wetzeliella homomorpha D E F L A N D R E & C O O K -
SON. — J. D E CONINCK, text-fig. 2, p. 216, 218. 
1966. — Wetzeliella homomorpha D E F L A N D R E & C O O K -
SON. — C. G R U A S - C A V A G N E T T O , p. 250, 252. 
1966b. — Wetzeliella (Wetzeliella) homomorpha D E F L A N -
D R E & C O O K S O N . — G . L . W I L L I A M S and C . D O W N I E , 
p. 190-191. 
? 1966b. — Wetzeliella (Wetzeliella) ovalis auct. non ElSE-
NACK. — G . L . W I L L I A M S and C . D O W N I E , p. 192-193, 
pi. 18, fig. 10. 
1966. — Wetzeliella (Wetzeliella) homomorpha D E F L A N -
D R E & C O O K S O N . — P. M O R G E N R O T H , p. 10, pi. 1, figs. 
8-9. 
1967b. — Wetzeliella homomorpha D E F L A N D R E & COOK-
SON. — W . A . S . S A R J E A N T , tab. 10 (p. 336). 
1968. — Wetzeliella homomorpha D E F L A N D R E & COOK-
SON. — C . G R U A S - C A V A G N E T T O , p. 91, pi. 13, figs. 1-3, 
7. 
1968. — Wetzeliella homomorpha D E F L A N D R E & C O O K -
soN. — J.J. C H A T E A U N E U F and C . G R U A S - C A V A -
G N E T T O , p. 71, 77, 78, fig. 3. 
1968. — Wetzeliella homomorpha D E F L A N D R E & COOK-
SON. — J. D E CONINCK, p. 8, 20, pi. 3 , figs. 3-6. 
1970b. — Wetzeliella homomorpha D E F L A N D R E & C O O K -
SON. — C . G R U A S - C A V A G N E T T O , p. 70, 72, 74, pi. 1, 
fig. 9. 
1971. — Wetzeliella homomorpha D E F L A N D R E & C O O K -
S O N . — J. D E C O N I N C K , fig. 3. 
1971. _ Wetzeliella (Wetzeliella) homomorpha D E F L A N -
D R E & C O O K S O N . — C . D O W N I E , M . A . H U S S A I N and 
G . L . W I L L I A M S , p. 31. 
1971. _ Wetzeliella homomorpha D E F L A N D R E & C O O K -
SON. — A . S . G R I G O R O V I C H , p. 88. 
1972. _ Wetzeliella homomorpha D E F L A N D R E & COOK-
SON. — C . G R U A S - C A V A G N E T T O , p. 65. 
1973. _ wetzeliella homomorpha D E F L A N D R E & COOK-
SON. — Y. C A R O , p. 334, 336, 342, 363, pi. 5, fig. 10, 
text-fig. 2. 
1973. — Wetzeliella homomorpha D E F L A N D R E & C O O K -
SON. — J .K. L E N T I N and G . L . W I L L I A M S , p. 141. 
1975. — Wetzeliella homomorpha D E F L A N D R E & C O O K -
SON. — J. D E C O N I N C K , p. 11, 12, 13, 16, 18, 24, 25, 29, 
63, pi. 6, fig. 11, pi. 7, fig. 1-2. 
1975. _ Wetzeliella homomorpha D E F L A N D R E & C O O K -
SON. — J.P. A U F F R E T and C . G R U A S - C A V A G N E T T O , p. 
643, 646, 651. 
1975. _ wetzeliella homomorpha D E F L A N D R E & COOK-
SON. — W . S . D R U G G and L . E . S T O V E R , pi. 7, fig. 9, 
chart 3. 
1975. _ Wetzeliella (Wetzeliella) homomorpha D E F L A N -
D R E & C O O K S O N . — G . L . W I L L I A M S and W . W . B R I -
D E A U X , p. 39, pi. 6, fig. 4, folding figs. 8-9, 11-12, 14, 15b. 
1975. _ Wetzeliella (Wetzeliella) homomorpha D E F L A N -
D R E & C O O K S O N . — S . D . H A R K E R and W . A . S . S A R -
J E A N T , charts 25 (p. 258), 39 (p. 272), 55 (p. 288), 68 
(p. 301). 
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1976. — Wetzdieila homomorpha D E F L A N D R E & C O O K -
SON. — C . G R U A S - C A V A G N E T T O , p. 221, 222, 223, pl. 1, 
fig. 9. 
1976. — Wetzeliella (Apectodinium) homomorpha D E -
F L A N D R E & C O O K S O N . — L . I . C O S T A and C . D O W N I E , 
p. 592-593, 600, 607, 608, text-figs. 1-3. 6. 
1976. — Wetzeliella homomorpha homomorpha D E F L A N -
D R E & C O O K S O N . — W . W . B R I D E A U X and D . W . M Y H R , 
fig. 633. 
1976. — Wetzeliella homomorpha D E F L A N D R E & C O O K -
SON. — J . K . L E N T I N and G . L . W I L L I A M S , p. 132, pl. 18, 
fig. 276. 
1977a. — Wetzeliella homomorpha D E F L A N D R E & C O O K -
S O N . — G . L . W I L L I A M S and J . P . B U J A K , p. 22, 29, pl. 3, 
fig. 6, text-fig. 9 (folding). 
1977. — Wetzeliella (Wetzeliella) homomorpha D E F L A N -
D R E & C O O K S O N . — J. D E C O N I N C K , p. 38, fig. 3 , encl. 1. 
1977. — Apectodinium homomorphum ( D E F L A N D R E & 
C O O K S O N ) . — R . E . J A N D U C H È N E , p. 150, tabs. 1-2. 
1977b. _ Apectodinium homomorphum ( D E F L A N D R E & 
C O O K S O N ) . — J . K . L E N T I N and G . L . W I L L I A M S , p. 8. 
1978. — Apectodinium homomorphum ( D E F L A N D R E & 
C O O K S O N ) . — J . J . C H Ä T E A U N E U F and C . G R U A S - C A V A -
G N E T T O , p. 71, 77, 78, fig. 3. 
1978. — Apectodinium homomorphum ( D E F L A N D R E & 
C O O K S O N ) . — L . E . S T O V E R and W . R . E V I T T , p. 95. 
1979a. — Apectodinium homomorphum ( D E F L A N D R E & 
C O O K S O N ) . — L . I . C O S T A and C . D O W N I E , p. 36, 43. 
1979b. — Apectodinium homomorphum ( D E F L A N D R E & 
C O O K S O N ) . — L . I . C O S T A and C . D O W N I E , tabs. 1-2. 
1979. — Wetzeliella (Apectodinium) homomorpha D E -
F L A N D R E & C O O K S O N , emend. — R . H A R L A N D , p. 63¬ 
65, pl. 1, figs. 1-8. 
1979. — Wetzeliella (Apectodinium) homomorpha D E -
F L A N D R E & C O O K S O N . — R . W . O ' B . K N O X and R . 
H A R L A N D , pl. 1, figs. 4-5. 
1979. — Apectodinium homomorphum ( D E F L A N D R E & 
C O O K S O N ) . — M . S . B A R S S , J . P . B U J A K and G . L . W I L -
LIAMS, p. 13, 20, 27, 29. 30, 37, 40, 42, 44, 49, 50, 51, 
52, 57, 63, 65, 69, 70, 72, 73, 74, 76, 81, 86, 88, 89, 90, 
91, 93, 94, 95, 97, 98. 
1979. — Wetzeliella homomorpha homomorpha D E F L A N -
D R E & C O O K S O N . — J . M . H A N S E N , p. 90. 
1980a. — Apectodinium homomorphum ( D E F L A N D R E & 
C O O K S O N ) . — J . D E C O N I N C K , tabs. 1, 3. 
1980b. — Apectodinium homomorphum ( D E F L A N D R E & 
C O O K S O N ) . — J. D E C O N I N C K , p. 313, fig. 2, tab. 1. 
1980. — Apectodinium homomorphum ( D E F L A N D R E & 
C O O K S O N ) . — S . K . D U T T A and K . P . J A I N , p. 69, pl. 8, 
fig. 67, tab. 2. 
1980. — Apectodinium homomorphum ( D E F L A N D R E & 
C O O K S O N ) . — J . J . C H Ä T E A U N E U F , p. 149, 271, text-fig. 
346. 
1980a. — Apectodinium homomorphum ( D E F L A N D R E & 
C O O K S O N ) . — J . P . B U J A K , C . D O W N I E , G . L . E A T O N 
and G . L . W I L L I A M S , text-fig. 7a. 
1981. — Apectodinium homomorphum ( D E F L A N D R E & 
C O O K S O N ) . — J. D E C O N I N C K , M . D E D E C K E R , J. D E 
H E I N Z E L I N and W . W I L L E M S , p. 126, 128, 129, pl. 3 , 
figs. 8-9, tab. 2. 
1981. — Apectodinium homomorphum ( D E F L A N D R E & 
C O O K S O N ) . — J.K. L E N T I N and G . L . W I L L I A M S , p. 14. 
1982. — Apectodinium homomorphum ( D E F L A N D R E & 
C O O K S O N ) . — C . H E I L M A N N - C L A U S E N , p. 58. 
D I S C U S S I O N 
Two of the forms illustrated by P A S T I E L S as Hystri-
chosphaeridium geometricum (1948, Pl. 4, figs. 6, 
11) were referred by R. H A R L A N D (1979, p. 63) to 
Apectodinium homomorphum and one of those 
illustrated by P A S T I E L S as Hystrichosphaerulium 
articulatum (1948, Pl. 4, fig. 14) seems to me to 
merit a similar at tr ibution. These judgements can-
not be confirmed, since the specimens figured were 
not among those still identifiable in P A S T I E L S ' type 
material . 
The synonymy presented above for this widely 
encountered species is the most extensive yet pre-
pared . Apectodinium homomorphum appears in the 
Late Palaeocene (Thanet ian) and ranges upward 
through the Eocene to the Early Oligocene (Rupe -
lian). It has been recorded from Belgium, the 
Nether lands , France , G e r m a n y , Spain, D e n m a r k , 
Switzerland, the Ukra ine ( U . S . S . R . ) , Italy, the 
eastern Uni ted States ( M C L E A N , unpublished 
da ta ) , the District of Mackenzie (Northwest Terri-
tories, Canada ) , Austral ia and India, and from sub-
marine cores from the English Channe l , the Rockall 
Plateau (North Atlantic Ocean ) , the Grand Banks 
and the Scotian and Labrador Shelves (offshore 
eastern Canada ) . 
Apectodinium quinquelatum 
( W I L L I A M S and D O W N I E , 1966b) 
C O S T A and D O W N I E , 1979a 
(Plate III , Figure 1) 
(pars) 1948. — Hystrichosphaeridium geometricum nov. 
sp. — A . PASTIELS, p. 41, pl. 4, figs. 1-5, 7-10, nomen 
nudum. [Jr. homonym of Hystrichosphaeridium geometri-
cum D E F L A N D R E , 1942). 
1966b. — Wetzeliella homomorpha D E F L A N D R E & C O O K -
SON var. quinquelata W I L L I A M S & D O W N I E . — G . L . W I L -
LIAMS and C . D O W N I E , p. 191-192, pl. 18, fig. 7. 
1968. — Wetzeliella sp. — J. D E C O N I N C K , pl. 3 , figs. 
13-14, 16-18. 
1968. — Wetzeliella homomorpha var. quinquelata WIL-
LIAMS & D O W N I E . — C . G R U A S - C A V A G N E T T O . pl. 13, 
fig. 11. 
1973. — Wetzeliella homomorpha var. quinquelata W I L -
LIAMS & D O W N I E . — Y . C A R O , p. 364, pl. 2, fig. 5, pl. 4, 
fig. 5. 
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1973. _ Wetzeliella homomorpha quinquelata ( W I L L I A M S 
& D O W N I E ) . — J . K . L E N T I N and G . L . W I L L I A M S , p. 141. 
1975. _ Wetzeliella homomorpha quinquelata ( W I L L I A M S 
& D O W N I E ) . — G . L . W I L L I A M S and W . W . B R I D E A U X , 
p. 20, 23, pl. 6, fig. 5, folding figs. 8, 9, 15b. 
1975. _ Wetzeliella homomorpha var. quinquelata W I L -
LIAMS & D O W N I E . — S . D . H A R K E R and W . A . S . S A R 
J E A N T , ch. 25 (p. 258). 
1976. _ Wetzeliella homomorpha quinquelata ( W I L L I A M S 
& D O W N I E ) . — J . K . L E N T I N and G . L . W I L L I A M S , p. 132, 
pl. 18, fig. 278. 
1976. — Wetzeliella homomorpha quinquelata ( W I L L I A M S 
& D O W N I E ) . — W . W . B R I D E A U X and D . W . M Y H R , p. 
241, fig. 43.3. 
1977a. _ Wetzeliella homomorpha quinquelata ( W I L -
LIAMS & D O W N I E ) . — G . L . W I L L I A M S and J . P . B U J A K , 
text-fig. 9e. 
1977b. _ Apectodinium homomorphum quinquelaium 
( W I L L I A M S & D O W N I E ) . — J . K . LENTIN and G . L . W I L -
LIAMS, p. 8. 
1977a. _ Apectodinium quinquelaium ( W I L L I A M S & 
D O W N I E ) . — R . E . J A N D U C H E N E , p. 56-57, nomen 
nudum. 
1977b. — Apectodinium quinquelaium ( W I L L I A M S & 
D O W N I E ) . — R . E . J A N D U C H E N E , p. 151, tab. 1, nomen 
nudum. 
1979a. _ Apectodinium quinquelaium ( W I L L I A M S & 
D O W N I E ) . — L . I . C O S T A and C . D O W N I E , p. 43. 
1979b. _ Apectodinium quinquelaium ( W I L L I A M S & 
D O W N I E ) . — L . I . C O S T A and C . D O W N I E , p. 515, tabs. 
1-2. 
71979. — Wetzeliella homomorpha quinquelata ( W I L -
LIAMS & D O W N I E ) . — J . M . H A N S E N , p. 90. 
1979. _ Wetzeliella (Apectodinium) quinquelata ( W I L -
LIAMS & D O W N I E ) . — R . H A R L A N D , p. 67-68, pl. 1, figs. 
10-11, pl. 2, figs. 16, 20. 
1979. _ Wetzeliella (Apectodinium) quinquelata ( W I L -
LIAMS & D O W N I E ) . — M . S . B A R S S , J . P . B U J A K and G . L . 
W I L L I A M S , p. 88, 94, 95. 
1981. _ Apectodinium quinquelaium ( W I L L I A M S & 
D O W N I E ) . — J . K . L E N T I N and G . L . W I L L I A M S , p. 14. 
71982. — Apectodinium quinquelaium ( W I L L I A M S & 
D O W N I E ) . — C . H E I L M A N N - C L A U S E N , p. 58. 
D I S C U S S I O N 
The forms which P A S T I E L S described under the 
invalid name "Hystrichosphaeridium geometricum" 
are of two morphological types, both of which were 
encompassed within Wetzeliella homomorpha (now 
Apectodinium homomorphum) in its original, broad 
interpretat ion. However , as H A R L A N D (1979, pl. 
2, fig. 4) has noted , the majority of P A S T I E L S ' 
forms, including his holotype (1948, pl. 2, fig. 4 ) , 
accord with the morphotype originally considered 
as variety quinquelata of Wetzeliella homomorpha 
but since elevated to specific s tatus, as Apectodi-
nium quinquelaium. 
Of the nine specimens of Apectodinium quinquela-
ium, only o n e , apparently the "co type" figured in 
his Pl. 2, fig. 2 (1948), could be identified in P A S -
T I E L S ' type material . It is here illustrated photogra-
phically for the first time and may be seen to be 
an excellent specimen of this species. 
The stratigraphical and geographical distribution of 
A. quinquelaium appears much more restricted 
than that of A homomorphum. The former species 
is known only from the late Early to Late Eocene 
(Late Ypresian to Bar tonian) of England, Belgium, 
France , Spain, Switzerland, the District of Macken-
zie, Northwest Terr i tor ies , Canada , and from sub-
marine cores from the Labrador Shelf, offshore 
eastern Canada . The records by H A N S E N (1979) 
and H E I L M A N N - C L A U S E N (1982), from the Late 
Palaeocene of D e n m a r k , are unaccompanied by an 
illustration and cannot be assessed. The restricted 
geographical distribution of this species may suggest 
an association with cool marine waters . 
Family Canningiaceae 
S A R J E A N T and D O W N I E , 1966, 
emend . S A R J E A N T and D O W N I E , 1974 
Genus Glaphyrocysta S T O V E R and E V I T T , 1978 
Glaphyrocysta pastielsii 
( D E F L A N D R E and C O O K S O N , 1955) 
S T O V E R and E V I T T , 1978, emend, nov. 
(Plate I I , Figures 1, 3-5) 
1948. — Membranilarnax cf. liradiscoides O . W E T Z E L . — 
A . PASTIELS, p. 47, pl. 5, fig. 15. 
1952. _ Membranilarnax cf. liradiscoides O . W E T Z E L . — 
H . G O C H T , pl. 2, fig. 22. 
1955. _ Cyclonephelium pastielsi D E F L A N D R E & C O O K -
SON. — G . D E F L A N D R E and I . C . C O O K S O N , p. 285. 
1964. — Cyclonephelium pastielsi D E F L A N D R E & C O O K -
SON. — C . D O W N I E and W . A . S . S A R J E A N T , p. 105. 
1965. — Cyclonephelium pastielsi D E F L A N D R E & C O O K -
S O N . — J. D E C O N I N C K , p. 44, pl. 12, figs. 32, 35, 39. 
1967. — Cyclonephelium pastielsi D E F L A N D R E & C O O K -
SON. — J. D E C O N I N C K , p. 218. 
1967. — Cyclonephelium pastielsi D E F L A N D R E & C O O K -
SON. — C . G R U A S - C A V A G N E T T O , p. 250, 252. 
1967a. — Cyclonephelium pastielsi D E F L A N D R E & C O O K -
SON. — W . A . S . S A R J E A N T , tab. 8 (p. 334). 
1968. — Cyclonephelium pastielsi D E F L A N D R E & C O O K -
SON. — C . G R U A S - C A V A G N E T T O , p. 83, 141, pl. 12, figs. 
10-11, 15-16. 
1969. — Cyclonephelium pastielsi D E F L A N D R E & C O O K -
SON. — H . G O C H T , p. 60-61, pl. 8, fig. 15. 
1970a. — Cyclonephelium pastielsi D E F L A N D R E & C O O K -
soN. — C . G R U A S - C A V A G N E T T O , p. 71, pl. 2, fig. 4. 
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197,ib. _ Cyclonephelium pastielsi D E F L A N D R E & C O O K -
SON. — C. G R U A S - C A V A G N E T T O , p. 19. 
1971. — Cyclonephelium pastielsi D E F L A N D R E & C O O K -
SON. — A . E I S E N A C K and G . KJELLSTROM, p. 317. 
1971. — Cyclonephelium pastielsi D E F L A N D R E & C O O K -
S O N . — C. G R U A S - C A V A G N E T T O , p. 172. 
71973. — Cyclonephelium pastielsi D E F L A N D R E & C O O K -
S O N . — Y . C A R O , p. 352, pl. 1, fig. 8. 
1973. — Cyclonephelium pastielsi D E F L A N D R E & C O O K -
SON. — J . K . L E N T I N and G . L . W I L L I A M S , p. 37. [Consi-
dered incorrectly to be a nomen nudum]. 
1974. — Cyclonephelium pastielsi D E F L A N D R E & C O O K -
SON. — C. G R U A S - C A V A G N E T T O , p. 87. 
1975. — Cyclonephelium pastielsi D E F L A N D R E & C O O K -
S O N . — G . L . W I L L I A M S and W . W . B R I D E A U X , p. 20, 22, 
24, pl. 26, figs. 4, 8, folding figs. 8, 9, 11, 12, 14. 
71975. — Cyclonephelium pastielsi? D E F L A N D R E & 
C O O K S O N . — J . D E C O N I N C K , p. 11 ,52, pl. 4, figs. 1-6. 
1975. — Cyclonephelium pastielsi D E F L A N D R E & C O O K -
SON. — S . D . H A R K E R and W . A . S . S A R J E A N T , chart 20 
(p. 253). 
1976. — Cyclonephelium pastielsi D E F L A N D R E & C O O K -
SON. — J. S C H U M A C K E R - L A M B R Y and J . J . C H Ä T E A U -
N E U F , p. 274, tab. 1. 
1976. — Cyclonephelium pastielsi D E F L A N D R E & C O O K -
S O N . — C. G R U A S - C A V A G N E T T O , p. 45. 
1976. — Cyclonephelium pastielsi D E F L A N D R E & COOK-
S O N . — G . L . E A T O N , p. 258-259. 
1976. — Cyclonephelium pastielsi D E F L A N D R E & C O O K -
S O N . — P . N . V O N B E N E D E K and C. M Ü L L E R , text-fig. 2. 
1977b. — Cyclonephelium pastielsii D E F L A N D R E & C O O K -
S O N . — J . K . L E N T I N and G . L . W I L L I A M S , p. 38. 
1977a. — Cyclonephelium pastielsi D E F L A N D R E & C O O K -
S O N . — G . L . W I L L I A M S and J . P . B U J A K , text-fig. 9 
(folding). 
1977. — Cyclonephelium pastielsi D E F L A N D R E ft C O O K -
SON. — J . D E C O N I N C K , e n d . 1. 
1978. — Cyclonephelium pastielsii D E F L A N D R E & C O O K -
S O N . — J. S C H U M A C K E R - L A M B R Y , p. 40, pl. 3 , fig. 12. 
1978. — Cyclonephelium pastielsi D E F L A N D R E & C O O K -
S O N . — W . A . S . S A R J E A N T and L . E . S T O V E R , p. 52. 
1978. — Glaphyrocysta pastielsii ( D E F L A N D R E & C O O K -
S O N ) . — L . E . S T O V E R and W . R . E V I T T , p. 50. 
1979. — Cyclonephelium pastielsii D E F L A N D R E & C O O K -
SON. — M . S . B A R S S , J . P . B U J A K and G . L . W I L L I A M S , 
p. 29, 49, 65, 57. 
71980. — Glaphyrocysta aff. pastielsii ( D E F L A N D R E & 
C O O K S O N ) . — H . W E I L E R in F . D O E B L et al., p. 53, 
ill. 10, fig. 2. 
1980. — Glaphyrocysta pastielsii ( D E F L A N D R E & C O O K -
S O N ) . — J . J . C H Ä T E A U N E U F , p. 139, 262, text-fig. 346. 
1981. — Glaphyrocysta pastielsii ( D E F L A N D R E & C O O K -
S O N ) . — J . K . L E N T I N and G . L . W I L L I A M S , p. 111. 
non 1966c. — Cyclonephelium pastielsi auct. non D E F L A N -
D R E & C O O K S O N . — G . L . W I L L I A M S and C . D o w MI . 
p. 227, pl. 25, fig. 2 (see discussion, p. 2). 
E M E N D E D D I A G N O S I S 
Cyst lenticular, marginate and t rabecula te . Ambi -
tus broadly ovoidal , but with an asymmetrically 
si tuated antapical outbulge or broad , low horn 
(situated always to the left of the antapical pole in 
ventral view). Low surficial lines in the circum-
ferential areas may mark the positions of para-
sutures or may be lacking; normally the cingulum 
can be seen clearly only in the lateral regions. The 
mid-ventral and mid-dorsal regions lack o rnamen t . 
Processes arise primarily or entirely from paraplate 
boundar ies , both in gonal and sutural posit ions. 
Their spacing is irregular, two to four parallel pro-
cesses often arising close to a paraplate junct ion 
while the central sutural area lacks processes. They 
are short (in length, less than 1/3 the equatorial 
d iameter of the cyst), very slender and apparent ly 
solid. The processes are linked distally by major 
t rabeculae developed parallel to the paraplate 
boundar ies . In addit ion, meshworks of minor t rabe-
culae may develop from the processes, extending 
outward to join the major t rabeculae and forming 
arch-like traceries benea th them. These meshworks 
are produced by the bifurcation or ramification of 
the processes at about one-third height , the resul-
tant branches being complexly interconnected. 
Archaeopyle apical, type ( tA) ; sulcal notch and 
accessory sutures well marked . Opercu lum l ice . 
H O L O T Y P E 
(designated by E A T O N , 1 9 7 6 , p . 2 5 8 ) 
Slide 3 5 (figured by P A S T I E L S , 1 9 4 8 , Pl. 5 , fig. 1 5 , 
and herein Pl. II , figs. 1, 3 - 5 ) . I .R .Se .N .B . N° b 
1 5 3 4 . 
D I M E N S I O N S 
Holo type : overall length 181 urn, length of central 
body (apex lacking) 4 8 urn, overall b readth 9 3 urn, 
breadth of central body 5 7 urn. 
T Y P E H O R I Z O N A N D L O C A L I T Y 
Grey-blue clays, lower bed. Early Eocene (Early 
Ypres ian) , Blorquiau quarry of the Société A n o -
nyme des Carr ières de Quenas t , Quenas t , Belgium. 
D I S C U S S I O N 
A re-examination of the specimen figured by P A S -
T I E L S ( 1 9 4 8 , Pl. 5 , fig. 1 5 ) shows his interpretat ive 
drawing to be , though correct enough in its major 
features, somewhat misleading in detail , the shape 
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of the central body being less broad proport ionately 
and the antapical prominence less evident than in 
reality. Moreover , the processes and the trabeculae 
are drawn too thick and their pat tern of intercon-
nexions is much simplified. The specimen illus-
trated as C. pastielsii by W I L L I A M S and D O W N I E 
(1966b, Pl. 25, fig. 2) does not appear to belong to 
this species. Al though the photograph presented by 
G O C H T (1969, Pl. 8, fig. 15) provides a bet ter basis 
for the interpretat ion of the morphology of this 
species, it is quest ionable whether , with these very 
different illustrations to serve as bases, subsequent 
identifications of this species have been correct . 
Unfortunately , this is difficult to check since, in the 
majority of instances, no photographs are furnished 
in these later publications. 
On the basis of these published records, Glaphyro-
cysta pastielsii appears to have a stratigraphic range 
from Late Palaeocene (Thanet ian) to Late Eocene 
(Bar tonian) ; the few later records all appear doubt-
ful. It has been repor ted from Belgium, the Nether-
lands, England, France , Ge rmany , Italy, and from 
submarine cores from the Grand Banks and Scotian 
Shelf, offshore eastern Canada . The specimen from 
Spain illustrated by C A R O (1973) seems likely to 
prove at tr ibutable to a different species; and the 
systematic at tr ibution of the specimens illustrated 
by D E C O N I N C K (1975) and W E I L E R (1980) was 
properly regarded as quest ionable from the outset . 
In their diagnosis of Glaphyrocysta, S T O V E R and 
E V I T T (1978, p . 69) noted that it has " N o para-
sutural features ." In the type species, G. retiintexta 
( C O O K S O N , 1965) S T O V E R and E V I T T , 1978, this 
may well be the case. However , the processes of 
G. pastielsii furnish a direct expression of the para-
tabulat ion, for they arise from parasutures (feebly 
marked or not at all) whose position is paralleled 
by the major t rabeculae . In combinat ion, these 
features permit the determinat ion of a ceratioid 
paratabulat ion comparable (for instance) with that 
illustrated for Endoceratium ludbrookiae by W A L L 
and E V I T T (1975, text-fig. 9 D - E ) . The clear delimi-
tation of the antapical paraplate (1"") may be seen 
(Pl. II , figs. 1, 3) and the enlarged illustrations here 
provided show how the boundar ies of paraplates 
4"' (Pl. II , fig. 5) and paraplate 2" (Pl. II , fig. 4) 
can be distinguished without great difficulty. The 
displacement to the right of the bare midventral 
area (seen by transparency in PI. II , fig. 3) should 
also be noted. All in all, though the interpretat ion 
of the paratabulat ion in this species is difficult, it 
is by no means impossible. 
Since G. pastielsii thus has interconnected sutural 
processes rather than peni tabular process com-
plexes, its placement into the genus Glaphyrocysta, 
as presently defined, is clearly inappropria te . 
However , it is felt that a re-examination of the 
whole content of that genus is desirable before any 
proposals for taxonomic revisions are formulated. 
Glaphyrocysta exuberans 
( D E F L A N D R E and C O O K S O N , 1955) 
S T O V E R and E V I T T , 1979, e m e n d , n o v . 
(pars) 1948. — Membranilarnax pterospermoides auct. 
non O . W E T Z E L . — A. P A S T I E L S , p. 46, pl. 5, figs. 11. 
13-14. 
1955. _ Cyclonephelium exuberans D E F L A N D R E & 
C O O K S O N . — G . D E F L A N D R E and I .C . C O O K S O N , p. 285. 
1964. — Cyclonephelium exuberans D E F L A N D R E & 
C O O K S O N . — C. D O W N I E and W . A . S . S A R J E A N T , p. 105. 
1966b. — Cyclonephelium exuberans D E F L A N D R E & 
C O O K S O N . — G . L . W I L L I A M S and C. D O W N I E , p. 225. 
1966b. — Cyclonephelium pastielsi auct. non D E F L A N D R E 
& C O O K S O N . — G . L . W I L L I A M S and C. D O W N I E , p. 227, 
pl. 26, fig. 2. 
1967a. — Cyclonephelium exuberans D E F L A N D R E & 
C O O K S O N . — W . A . S . S A R J E A N T , tab. 8 (p. 334). 
1967. — Cyclonephelium exuberans D E F L A N D R E & 
C O O K S O N . — J. D E C O N I N C K , p. 218. 
1971. — Cyclonephelium exuberans D E F L A N D R E & 
C O O K S O N . — J. D E C O N I N C K , fig. 3. 
1971. — Cyclonephelium exuberans D E F L A N D R E & 
C O O K S O N . — A. E I S E N A C K and G . KJELLSTROM, p. 303. 
1973. _ Cyclonephelium exuberans D E F L A N D R E & 
C O O K S O N . — J . K . L E N T I N and G . L . W I L L I A M S , p. 37. 
[Considered incorrectly to be a nomen nudum]. 
1974. _ "Cyclonephelium exuberans" D E F L A N D R E & 
C O O K S O N . — W . A . M . J E N K I N S , P . A S C O L I , F . M . 
G R A D S T E I N , L . F . J A N S A and G . L . W I L L I A M S , p. 9. 
1975. _ Cyclonephelium exuberans D E F L A N D R E & 
C O O K S O N . — G . L . W I L L I A M S and W . W . B R I D E A U X , 
p. 26, pl. 27. fig. 3 , folding figs. 7, 10A, 11, 12. 
1975. _ Cyclonephelium exuberans D E F L A N D R E & 
C O O K S O N . — J . D E C O N I N C K , p. 8, 12, 13, 20, 22, 51-52, 
pl. 3 , figs. 8-9, 10-13, 14-16. 
1975. — Cyclonephelium exuberans D E F L A N D R E & 
C O O K S O N . — S . D . H A R K E R and W . A . S . S A R J E A N T , 
chart 20 (p. 253). 
1976. — Cyclonephelium exuberans D E F L A N D R E & 
C O O K S O N . — C. G R U A S - C A V A G N E T T O , p. 45. 
71976. — Cyclonephelium exuberans D E F L A N D R E & 
C O O K S O N . — J. S C H U M A C K E R - L A M B R Y and J . J . C H A -
T E A U N E U F , p. 276, pl. 4, figs. 2-3. 
1976. — Cyclonephelium exuberans D E F L A N D R E & 
C O O K S O N . — P . N . VON B E N E D E K and C. M Ü L L E R , 
text-fig. 2. 
1977a. _ Cyclonephelium exuberans D E F L A N D R E & 
C O O K S O N . — G . L . W I L L I A M S and J . P . B U J A K , text-fig. 9 
(folding). 
1977. _ Cyclonephelium exuberans D E F L A N D R E & 
C O O K S O N . — J . D E C O N I N C K , end . 1. 
1977b. — Cyclonephelium exuberans D E F L A N D R E & 
C O O K S O N . — R . E . J A N D U C H Ê N E , tab. 1. 
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1977b. - - Cyclonephelium exuberans D E F L A N D R E & 
C O O K S O N . — J . K . L E N T I N and G . L . W I L L I A M S , p. 37. 
1978. — Cyclonephelium exuberans D E F L A N D R E & 
C O O K S O N . — J . S C H U M A C K E R - L A M B R Y , p. 40, 
pl. 3 , fig. 7. 
1978. — Cyclonephelium exuberans D E F L A N D R E & 
C O O K S O N . — W . A . S . S A R J E A N T and L . E . S T O V E R , p. 52. 
1978. — Glaphyrocysta exuberans ( D E F L A N D R E & 
C O O K S O N ) . — L . E . S T O V E R and W . R . • E V I T T , 
p. 50. 
1979. — Cyclonephelium exuberans D E F L A N D R E & 
C O O K S O N . — M . S . B A R S S . J . P . B U J A K and G . L . W I L -
LIAMS, p. 35, 78, 81. 
1980a. — Cyclonephelium exuberans D E F L A N D R E & 
C O O K S O N . — J . P . B U J A K , C . D O W N I E , G . L . E A T O N and 
G . L . W I L L I A M S , text-fig. 7B. 
? 1980a. — Cyclonephelium aff. exuberans D E F L A N D R E & 
C O O K S O N . — J . P . B U J A K , C . D O W N I E , G . L . E A T O N and 
G . L . W I L L I A M S , text-fig. 7A. 
1980a. - - Glaphyrocysta exuberans ( D E F L A N D R E & 
C O O K S O N ) . — J . D E C O N I N C K , tab. 1. 
1980. — Glaphyrocysta exuberans ( D E F L A N D R E & 
C O O K S O N ) . — S .K . D U T T A and K . P . J A I N , p. 69, pl. 2, 
figs. 7-8. 
1981. — Glaphyrocysta exuberans ( D E F L A N D R E & 
C O O K S O N ) . — J . K . LENTIN and G . L . W I L L I A M S , 
p. 10. 
non 1963. — Cyclonephelium exuberans D E F L A N -
D R E & C O O K S O N . — M . B R O S I U S , p. 46, pl. 8, 
fig. 3 . tab. 1. 
non 1966. — Cyclonephelium exuberans D E F L A N -
D R E & C O O K S O N . — P . M O R G E N R O T H , p. 27, 
pl. 6, fig. 6. 
EMENDED DIAGNOSIS 
Cyst lenticular, marginale and t rabeculate . Ambi-
tus spheroidal to ovoidal , but with one asymmetri-
cally situated or two symmetrical but unequally 
developed antapical pro tuberances . If one only is 
present , it is situated to the left of the antapical 
pole in ventral view. Surface of phragma with or 
without a fine reticulation. Low ridges connect the 
bases of some processes to form annular or arcuate 
complexes; o ther processes lack such connexion. 
Paratabulat ion not directly indicated, though the 
presence of a cingulum may be indicated by align-
ment of processes or differences in surficial texture . 
Processes are lacking from the mid-ventral and mid-
dorsal regions, but well developed elsewhere on 
the cyst. They appear solid and certainly are closed 
distally. Their length is variable, lateral processes 
having a length of a round one-third of the cysfs 
equatorial d iameter , polar processes approching 
one-half of that d iameter . The processes are broad-
based, tapering rapidly just above that base and 
thereafter maintaining a uniform thickness to about 
half their height, at which point they ramify elabo-
rately, the branches being interconnected in mesh-
like fashion by short t rabeculae before combindiim 
to form an overall network of larger t rabeculae that 
surrounds the periphery of the cyst. This t rabecular 
network may indeed simulate a minutely, but elabo-
rately, fenestrate enclosing m e m b r a n e . Occasional-
ly, adjacent processes may exhibit also a t rabecular 
connexion below half height; however , cysts seen 
in dorsal or ventral view characteristically have a 
spacious, open zone between the central body and 
the surrounding trabecular network. Archaeopyle 
apical ( tA) ; sulcal notch and accessory sutures well 
marked . Opercu lum free or (rarely) a t tached. 
H O L O T Y P E 
(designated by E A T O N , 1976, p . 255) 
The specimen figured by P A S T I E L S (1948, pl. 5, 
figs. 11, 13). This specimen could not be located 
among P A S T I E L S ' surviving material . 
N E O T Y P E 
(here designated) 
Specimen V.57742, British Museum (Natural Histo-
ry) , London , England: illustrated by E A T O N , 1976. 
pl. 8, fig. 2. 
D I M E N S I O N S 
Holo type : overall length (apex lacking) 42 urn. 
Length of central body (apex lacking) 31 urn. Over-
all breadth 68 urn, breadth of central body 42 urn. 
Neo type : overall length (apex lacking) 102 urn, 
length of central body (apex lacking) 68 urn. Over-
all breadth 102 urn, breadth of central body 80 urn. 
T Y P E L O C A L I T I E S A N D H O R I Z O N S 
Holo type : grey-blue clays, lower bed, Early Eocene 
(Early Ypres ian) , Blorquiau quarry of the Société 
A n o n y m e des Carr ières de Quenas t , Quenas t , Bel-
gium. Neo type : Bracklesham Beds (Ear ly-Late 
Eocene ) , Isle of Wight, southern England. 
D I S C U S S I O N 
The two specimens illustrated, wrongly as Membra-
nilarnax pterospermoides O . W E T Z E L , by P A S T I E L S 
(1948, Pl. 5, figs. 11-13) represent in modern terms 
two distinct species. E A T O N (1976) properly select-
ed as holotype of Cyclonephelium exuberans the 
specimen most amply illustrated by P A S T I E L S , not 
only by a photograph and drawing (1948, Pl. 5, figs. 
11, 13) but also by an idealized schematic drawing 
(ibid., Pl. 5, fig. 14). Unfor tunate ly , the holotype 
could not be discovered in the surviving slides and, 
as noted above , the second specimen figured by 
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P A S T I E L S (ibid., Pl. 5, fig. 12) must now be consi-
dered to belong to another species. 
The neotype here selected, al though markedly 
larger than the lost holotype, was chosen because 
it is an excellent specimen which manifests, with 
particular clarity, all the special features that have 
come to be considered typical of Cyclonephelium 
exuberans. Moreover , it has the asset of being rea-
dily accessible for examination in a public collec-
tion. The emended diagnosis here presented takes 
into account the morphology of the neotype , as 
well as the features discernible in P A S T I E L S ' illustra-
tions. 
In their account of Cyclonephelium (now Glaphyro-
cysta) exuberans, W I L L I A M S and D O W N I E (1966b, 
p . 225) note that "C. exuberans has probably evol-
ved from C. pastielsi, in termediate forms between 
the two being common" . Their figure (ibid., text-
fig. 61) shows a specimen that is only in broadest 
terms comparable with G. exuberans, whereas their 
figure of G. pastielsii shows a specimen surely attri-
butable to G. exuberans. I consider their comment 
to have been correct , but that their specimens all 
should be at tr ibuted to Glaphyrocysta exuberans. 
The Early Eocene specimen illustrated by M O R -
G E N R O T H (1966, Pl. 6, fig. 6a) and the Late Oligo-
cène specimen illustrated by B R O S I U S (1963, Pl. 8, 
fig. 3) are each too different in morphology to be 
at tr ibutable to this species. 
The known stratigraphical range of this species is 
from Late Palaeocene (Thanet ian) to Early Oligo-
cène (Rupel ian) . It has been repor ted from Bel-
gium, England, France , Italy, Germany , Switzer-
land and India and from submarine cores from the 
English Channel and the Grand Banks , offshore 
eastern Canada . 
Glaphyrocysta divaricata 
( W I L L I A M S and D O W N I E , 1966b) 
S T O V E R and E V I T T , 1978 
(Plate I, Figure 1) 
(pars) 1948. — Membranilarnax pterospermoides auct. 
non O. W E T Z E L . — A. PASTIELS, p. 46, pl. 5, fig. 12. 
1966b. — Cyclonephelium divaricatum W I L L I A M S & 
D O W N I E . — G . L . W I L L I A M S and C . D O W N I E , p. 223-224, 
pl. 25, fig. 1, text-fig. 60. 
1971. _ Cyclonephelium divaricatum W I L L I A M S & 
D O W N I E . — A. E I S E N A C K and G . KJELLSTROM, p. 299. 
1973. — Cyclonephelium divaricatum W I L L I A M S & 
D O W N I E . — J . K . L E N T I N and G . L . W I L L I A M S , p. 36. 
71975. _ Cyclonephelium divaricatum? W I L L I A M S & 
D O W N I E . — J. D E C O N I N C K , p. 50-51, pl. 3, figs. 6-7. 
71975. — Cyclonephelium divaricatum W I L L I A M S & 
D O W N I E . — G . L . W I L L I A M S and W . W . B R I D E A U X , 
p. 20, 21, 22. 42, pl. 25, fig. 3, pl. 26. fig. 1, folding figs. 
8, 11, 12. 
1975. _ Cyclonephelium divaricatum W I L L I A M S & 
D O W N I E . — S . D . H A R K E R and W . A . S . S A R J E A N T , chart 
20 (p. 253). 
1976. _ Cyclonephelium divaricatum W I L L I A M S & 
D O W N I E . — G . L . E A T O N , p. 255, pl. 7, fig. 5, text-figs. 
29-30. 
1977. _ Cyclonephelium divaricatum W I L L I A M S & 
D O W N I E . — J . D E C O N I N C K , encl. I 
1977b. — Cyclonephelium divaricatum W I L L I A M S & 
D O W N I E . — J . K . L E N T I N and G . L . W I L L I A M S , p. 37. 
1978. — Cyclonephelium divaricatum W I L L I A M S & 
D O W N I E . — J . S C H U M A C K E R - L A M B R Y , p. 39, pl. 3, fig. 8. 
1978. — Glaphyrocysta divaricata ( W I L L I A M S & 
D O W N I E ) . — L . E . S T O V E R and W . R . E V I T T , p. 50. 
1979b. — Cyclonephelium divaricatum W I L L I A M S & 
D O W N I E . — L . E . C O S T A and C . D O W N I E , tab. 1. 
1979. _ Cyclonephelium divaricatum W I L L I A M S & 
D O W N I E . — M . S . B A R S S , J . P . B U J A K and G . L . W I L -
LIAMS, p. 55, 89. 
?19 8 0b. — Glaphyrocysta aff. divaricata ( W I L L I A M S & 
D O W N I E ) . — J. D E C O N I N C K , tab. 1. 
1980a. — Cyclonephelium divaricatum W I L L I A M S & 
D O W N I E . — J . P . B U J A K , C . D O W N I E , G . L . E A T O N and 
G . L . W I L L I A M S , text-fig. 7a. 
1981. — Glaphyrocysta divaricata ( W I L L I A M S & 
D O W N I E ) . — J . K . L E N T I N and G . L . W I L L I A M S , p. 110. 
1982. _ Glaphyrocysta divaricata ( W I L L I A M S & 
D O W N I E ) . — J . D E C O N I N C K and J . SMIT, tab. 1. 
D I S C U S S I O N 
The second of the specimens illustrated under the 
name "Membranilarnax pterospermoides" by P A S -
T I E L S (1948, Pl. 5, fig. 12) survives in good condi-
t ion; a photograph of it is here published for the 
first t ime. Its processes are much more slender than 
those of G. exuberans, differing also by being more 
variable in level of branching or t rabecular linkage 
and more evidently grouped into annulate com-
plexes. The very fine-meshed net produced distally 
by the trabeculae has a more irregular, hummocky 
appearance and there is no sense of an open zone 
surrounding the central body. Clearly this specimen 
belongs in a distinct species. 
In all features, it agrees with W I L L I A M S and 
D O W N I E ' S diagnosis of Cyclonephelium divarica-
tum, now Glaphyrocysta divaricata (1966b, pp . 223¬ 
224). It displays also most of the supplementary 
features noted in their description. The au tophragm 
is unusually delicate, its surface finely ret iculate, 
and the trabecular meshwork exhibits what those 
authors te rmed "secae" . However , processes do not 
surround the margin of the archaeopyle; they are 
lacking from its mid-dorsal margin and from its 
(asymmetrically posit ioned) sulcal region. In all 
crucial morphological features, therefore , P A S T I E L S ' 
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specimen exhibits so completely the combination of 
morphological features specified for G. divaricata 
that it must be placed into that species. 
Nevertheless , I view this at tr ibution with some dis-
quiet . The single photograph furnished by W I L -
L I A M S & D O W N I E (1966b, Pl. 25 , fig. 1) appears 
to have processes which are coarser and slightly 
longer: their Text-figure 60 emphasises this. The 
dorsal and ventral regions bare of processes appear 
to be smaller and the surrounding reticulum some-
what coarser-meshed. The specimen illustrated by 
E A T O N (1976, Pl. 7, fig. 5) resembles the holotype 
closely, whereas those illustrated by W I L L I A M S & 
B R I D E A U X (1975, Pl. 25, fig. 3 , Pl. 26, fig. 1) 
appear to have processes shorter even than those 
of P A S T I E L S ' specimen; indeed, I view their attribu-
tion to this species with doubt . A redefinition of 
G. divaricata, providing more morphological detail , 
and an analysis of its morphological variability are 
desirable, in order to clarify its exact character . 
This species has been recorded from Late Palaeo-
cene (Thanet ian) to Early Eocene (Ypresian) sedi-
ments of Belgium, England and Spain and from 
submarine cores from the Rockall Plateau, Nor th 
Atlantic Ocean , and from the Grand Banks and 
Labrador Shelf, offshore eastern Canada . 
Family Thalassiphoraceae G O C H T , 1968, 
emend . S A R J E A N T and D O W N I E , 1974 
Genus Thalassiphora ElSENACK and G O C H T , 1960, 
emend . B E N E D E K and G O C H T , 1981 
Thalassiphora delicata 
W I L L I A M S and D O W N I E , 1966b, 
emend . E A T O N , 1976 
(Plate I, Figure 6; Plate V , Figure 1) 
1948. — Spore incertae sedis: Specimen no. 3. — A . 
P A S T I E L S , p. 59, pl. 6, figs. 35-36. 
1966b. — Thalassiphora delicata W I L L I A M S & D O W N I E . 
— G . L . W I L L I A M S and C . D O W N I E , p. 235, pl. 26, fig. 8. 
1967. — Thalassiphora delicata W I L L I A M S & D O W N I E . — 
N. B A L T E S , p. 11, pl. 4, fig. 1. 
1968. — Thalassiphora delicata W I L L I A M S & D O W N I E . — 
J. D E C O N I N C K , p. 47-48, pl. 14, figs. 2-7. 
1971. — Thalassiphora delicata W I L L I A M S & D O W N I E . — 
A . E I S E N A C K & G . KJELLSTROM, p. 1053. 
1971. — Thalassiphora delicata W I L L I A M S & D O W N I E . — 
C . D O W N I E , M . A . H U S S A I N and G . L . W I L L I A M S , p. 30. 
1971. — Thalassiphora delicata W I L L I A M S & D O W N I E . — 
J. D E C O N I N C K . p. 9, fig. 3. 
1971. — Thalassiphora cf. T. delicata W I L L I A M S & 
D O W N I E . — D . H A B I B , pl. 4, fig. 2, tab. 1. 
1973. — Thalassiphora delicata W I L L I A M S & D O W N I E . — 
J . K . L E N T I N and G . L . W I L L I A M S , p. 136. 
1974. — Thalassiphora delicata W I L L I A M S & D O W N I E . — 
W . A . M . J E N K I N S . P . A S C O L I , F . M . G R A D S T E I N , L . F . 
J A N S A and G . L . W I L L I A M S , p. 6, 9. 
1974. — Thalassiphora delicata W I L L I A M S & D O W N I E . — 
C . G R U A S - C A V A G N E T T O , p. 87. 
1975. — Thalassiphora delicata W I L L I A M S & D O W N I E . — 
G . A U F F R E T and C . G R U A S - C A V A G N E T T O , p. 651. 
1975. — Thalassiphora delicata W I L L I A M S & D O W N I E . 
S . D . H A R K E R and W . A . S . S A R J E A N T , chart 26 (p. 259). 
1976. — Thalassiphora delicata W I L L I A M S & D O W N I E . — 
J. S C H U M A C K E R - L A M B R Y and J . J . C H Ä T E A U N E U F . p. 
277. pl. 6, fig. 1, tab. 1. 
1977b. — Thalassiphora delicata W I L L I A M S & D O W N I E . 
— J . K . L E N T I N and G . L . W I L L I A M S , p. 162. 
1978. — Thalassiphora delicata W I L L I A M S & D O W N I E . — 
J. S C H U M A C K E R - L A M B R Y , p. 49, 87, 91, 92, 128, pl. 7, 
fig. 5, text-fig. 26. 
1978. — "Thalassiphora delicata" W I L L I A M S & D O W N I E . 
— R . H A R L A N D , chart 2, pl. 3, fig. 8. 
71979. — Thalassiphora delicata W I L L I A M S & D O W N I E . 
— L . I . C O S T A and C . D O W N I E , pl. 3 , fig. 9. 
1979. — Thalassiphora delicata W I L L I A M S & D O W N I E . — 
M . S . B A R S S , J . P . B U J A K and G . L . W I L L I A M S , p. 13. 31, 
35, 58, 66, 70, 81, 83. 
1979. — Thalassiphora delicata W I L L I A M S & D O W N I E . — 
S . M A N U M , fig. 2. 
1979. — "Thalassiphora delicata" W I L L I A M S & D O W N I E . 
— R . H A R L A N D , p. 531, pl. 2, fig. 15, text-fig. 1. 
1980. — Thalassiphora delicata W I L L I A M S & D O W N I E . — 
J . J . C H Ä T E A U N E U F , fig. 38b. 
1980a. — Thalassiphora delicata W I L L I A M S & D O W N I E . 
— J. D E C O N I N C K , tab. 1. 
1980b. — Thalassiphora delicata W I L L I A M S & D O W N I E . 
— J. D E C O N I N C K , tab. 1. 
1981. — Thalassiphora delicata W I L L I A M S & D O W N I E . — 
J . K . L E N T I N and G . L . W I L L I A M S , p. 278. 
71982. — Thalassiphora delicata W I L L I A M S & D O W N I E . 
— J. D E C O N I N C K and J . SMIT, tab. 1. 
D I S C U S S I O N 
O n e of the specimens figured by P A S T I E L S as "Spo-
res incertae sedis" may be seen, from his illustration 
(1948, Pl. 6, figs. 35-36), to exhibit evidences of 
paratabulat ion and to have a precingular a rchaeo-
pyle. Since the specimen survives in fair condit ion, 
both features can be confirmed; the archaeopyle is 
seen particularly well (Pl. I, fig. 6) . In view of its 
small size and the relative clarity with which the 
paratabulat ion may be seen, this specimen may be 
at tr ibuted confidently to Thalassiphora delicata. 
This species has a stratigraphical range from Early 
Palaeocene (Danian) to Pliocene. It has been re-
corded from England, Ge rmany , Belgium, France , 
Italy, Roumania and southern Spain, and from sub-
marine cores from the English Channe l , the Bay of 
Biscay and the Rockall Plateau (North Atlantic 
Ocean) and from the Grand Banks and Scotian 
Shelf, offshore eastern Canada . 
A restudy of Pastiels' (1948) dinoflagellate cysts from the Early Eocene of Belgium 3 3 
Family Adnatosphaer id iaceae 
S A R J E A N T and D O W N I E , 1966 
Genus Adnatosphaeridium 
W I L L I A M S and D O W N I E , 1966b 
Adnatosphaeridium cf. vittatum 
W I L L I A M S and D O W N I E , 1966b 
(pars) 1948. — Cannosphaeropsis reticulensis PASTIELS. 
— A . PASTIELS, p. 49, pl. 5, fig. 9. 
D I S C U S S I O N 
As noted earlier, four specimens at t r ibuted to his 
new species Cannosphaeropsis reticulensis were 
figured by P A S T I E L S . Three of these are retained 
by me in that species (now Nematosphaeropsis reti-
culensis). In contrast , the fourth — his third "para-
type" — appears from P A S T I E L S ' figure (1948, Pl. 
5) to have , as well as slender processes, the distally 
open tubes that characterise Adnatosphaeridium 
vittatum W I L L I A M S and D O W N I E . However , since 
this specimen could not be located, certainty is 
impossible and the specimen is merely compared 
with, not placed into, that species. 
Family Cannosphaerops i taceae 
S A R J E A N T and D O W N I E , 1 9 6 6 
Cannosphaeropsis O . W E T Z E L , 1 9 3 3 , 
emend . D U X B U R Y , 1 9 8 0 
Cannosphaeropsis williamsii sp. nov. 
71966. — Cannosphaeropsis reticulensis auct. non P A S -
TIELS. — P . M O R G E N R O T H , p. 19, pl. 4, figs. 2-3. 
1966b. — Cannosphaeropsis reticulensis auct. non P A S -
TIELS. — G . L . W I L L I A M S and C . D O W N I E , p. 223, pl. 
24. fig. 8. 
(pars) 1968. — Adnatosphaeridium reticulense auct. non 
PASTIELS. — J. D E C O N I N C K , pl. 11, figs. 25-56. 
1975. — Adnatosphaeridium reticulense auct. non P A S -
TIELS. — G . L . W I L L I A M S and W . W . B R I D E A U X , p. 20, 
22, pl. 21, fig. 11, folding figs. 8, 9, 11, 14, 15b. 
1975. — Cannosphaeropsis reticulensis (PASTIELS) sensu 
W I L L I A M S and D O W N I E . — G . L . W I L L I A M S and W . W . 
B R I D E A U X , folding fig. 12. 
1978. — Adnatosphaeridium reticulense auct. non P A S -
TIELS. — J. S C H U M A C K E R - L A M B R Y , p. 35, pl. 1, fig. 8. 
1980. — Adnatosphaeridium reticulense auct. non P A S -
TIELS. — J . J . C H A T E A U N E U F , p. 132, 256, pl. 19, fig. 2, 
text-fig. 34b. 
D E R I V A T I O N O F N A M E 
In honour of the distinguished palynologist G R A -
H A M L. W I L L I A M S , who has under taken major 
studies of Tert iary dinoflagellate cysts. 
D I A G N O S I S 
Cyst chóra te , skolochorate and t rabeculate . Ambi-
tus ovoidal to broadly ellipsoidal or elongate sub-
polygonal, without horns or antapical asymmetry. 
Processes nontabula te or in gonal or sutural situa-
tions. Each process tapers rapidly just above the 
base , thereafter maintaining constant thickness up 
to the position of branching. The processes may be 
hollow or solid, but they are always closed and 
bifurcate or trifúrcate distally. The branches them-
selves bifurcate or trifúrcate and give rise to an 
intricate, spider 's-web-like meshwork of t rabeculae 
which surrounds the whole cyst. Length of proces-
ses between one-third and one-half the equatorial 
d iameter of the central body. Surface of phragma 
without , or with reduced, o rnament ; parasutures 
not indicated by ridges or lines. Archaeopyle pre-
cingular, type P; operculum free. 
H O L O T Y P E 
Specimen V.51964(3), collections of the British 
Museum (Natural History) , London (figured by 
W I L L I A M S and D O W N I E , 1966b, Pl. 24, fig. 8). 
D I M E N S I O N S 
Holo type : overall length 46 um, length of central 
body 30 um, overall breadth 41 um, breadth of 
central body 26 um. Range : diameters of central 
body 26-43 um, length of processes 9-18 um. 
T Y P E L O C A L I T Y A N D H O R I Z O N 
London Clay, Early Eocene (Ypres ian) , England. 
D I S C U S S I O N 
Though the position of the processes in this species 
could not be de termined with complete confidence, 
they appear to be gonal (or gonal and sutural) 
ra ther than nontabula te . However , the enclosing 
trabecular network is e laborate and does not readily 
reveal the positions of parasutures , as does the 
simpler pat tern of t rabeculae in Nematosphaeropsis 
reticulensis. In consequence , since parasutural fea-
tures are lacking, the paratabulat ion pat tern 
( though probably gonyaulacacean) is not directly 
determinable and placement into the genus Nema-
tosphaeropsis, even in the emended acceptation of 
S T O V E R and E V I T T (1978, p . 176), would be inap-
propr ia te . 
In view of past confusions in the identification of 
N. reticulensis and Cannosphaeropsis williamsii (see 
p . 11-13), any comment on the stratigraphical and 
geographical range of the latter species must be 
provisional. For the momen t , its stratigraphic range 
appears to be from Early Palaeocene (Danian) to 
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Middle Eocene (Lutet ian) and it is known at least 
from Germany , Belgium and England, and from 
cores from the Grand Banks , offshore eastern 
Canada . 
Family Lingulodiniaceae 
S A R J E A N T and D O W N I E , 1974 
Genus Lingulodinium W A L L , 1967, 
emend . W A L L and D A L E , 1973 
Cf. Lingulodinium machaerophorum 
( D E F L A N D R E & C O O K S O N , 1955) W A L L , 1967 
1948. — Hystrichosphaeridium cf. hirsutum ( E H R E N ¬ 
B E R G ) forma minor O . W E T Z E L . — A . P A S T I E L S , p. 45, 
pl. 5, figs. 4, 6. 
D I S C U S S I O N 
The two specimens discussed and illustrated by P A S -
T I E L S as Hystrichosphaeridium hirsutum forma 
minor correspond, in the number and character of 
their processes, with Lingulodinium machaeropho-
rum, though their dimensions are somewhat small 
for that species. Unfor tunate ly , since nei ther speci-
men could be located, the character of the archaeo-
pyles (not evident in P A S T I E L S ' illustrations) could 
noi be ascertained and the identification thus must 
remain uncertain. 
Incertae Sedis 
P r o x i m a t e cys t s , g e n . e t sp . inde t . 
1948. — Palaeoperidinium sp. — A . P A S T I E L S , p. 52, pl. 
5, figs. 22-24. 
DISCUSSION 
T h e t w o s p e c i m e n s i l lustrated as Palaeoperidinium 
sp . by PASTIELS — appropr ia te ly e n o u g h at that 
t i m e , s ince Palaeoperidinium w a s t h e n a "sack" 
g e n u s — w e r e not r e l o c a t e d a m o n g the mater ia l 
still r e c o g n i z a b l e . T h o u g h his f igures s h o w proxi-
m a t e cysts o n which a surficial pat tern o f parap la tes 
is e v i d e n t , it is not c lear e i ther if these s p e c i m e n s 
w e r e c a v a t e or w h a t w a s their style o f a r c h a e o p y l e . 
T h e first s p e c i m e n h e i l lustrated (1948, Pl. 5, figs. 
22, 23) might h a v e e i ther an intercalary or pre-
c ingular a r c h a e o p y l e ; the s e c o n d (Pl . 5, fig. 24) 
a p p e a r s s e v e r e l y d a m a g e d . U n d e r t h e s e c i rcum-
s t a n c e s , no t a x o n o m i e ass ignat ion can be s u g g e s t e d . 
III. Conclusions 
PASTIELS (1948) r e c o g n i z e d n i n e t e e n d inof lage l la te 
cyst m o r p h o t y p e s , var ious ly as "hys tr i chospheres" , 
"radiolaria", "d inof lage l la tes" and "spores incertae 
sedis". Because of the deter iorat ion of his type 
mater ia l , only one-quar te r of the specimens he illus-
t ra ted can now be recognized. Three of his morpho-
types cannot be reassigned, even at generic level, 
with any confidence. From among the remaining 
fifteen morphotypes , twenty-seven dinoflagellate 
cyst species are recognized with varying degrees of 
confidence; these are listed, and the known strati-
graphical distribution indicated in Table I. An 
alphabetical , ra ther than a systematic, o rder is 
adopted , to facilitate ready reference. Also tabu-
lated are the geographical occurrences within Bel-
gium of the species in the Ypresian assemblages 
studied by P A S T I E L S (1948, pp . 30-33). These have 
been recorded in conservative fashion; where one 
of P A S T I E L S ' morphotypes has been separa ted by 
me into two or several taxa, the resultant taxa are 
shown to be present only where text or plate cap-
tions make this reasonably certain. 
Following this revision, none of the taxa remain in 
the genera to which P A S T I E L S assigned them. 
Moreover , only two (including the single valid new 
species he proposed) retain the specific epi thets he 
applied to them — and then only in par t , the 
contents of those taxa being now, in many cases, 
assigned to more than one species. The resultant 
picture thus is a very different one from that he 
presented . However , it furnishes no real surprises; 
all the taxa presently identified are eminently likely 
to be encountered in Early Eocene assemblages 
from northwest E u r o p e , with the single exception 
of Ceratiopsis leptoderma, known hi ther to only 
from Siberia (U .S .S .R . ) and the Grand Banks , off-
shore eastern Canada . 
The geographic picture that emerges is intriguing. 
Twenty species were identified with confidence. Of 
these , two (Spiniferites ramosus and Achomosphae-
ra ramulifera) are very long-ranging and of world-
wide occurrence , while two others (Tityrosphaeri-
dium gracile and Thalassiphora delicata) are almost 
as long-ranging and widely distributed in the Nor-
thern Hemisphere . A fifth species (Wetzeliella arti-
culata) was world-wide in the Eocene , while Apec-
todinium homomorphum may also prove to have 
been world-wide at that t ime. 
The distribution of the remaining fourteen species, 
however , presents interesting features. Outs ide the 
area of northwest Eu rope and the north-eastern 
Atlantic Ocean , the strongest parallels are found in 
assemblages from the Grand Banks , where ten of 
these species have been recorded . However , only 
four have been repor ted from the Scotian Shelf; 
three of these four (Deflandrea oebisfeldensis, Kis-
selovia tenuivirgula and Lentinia wetzelii) occur also 
on the Labrador Shelf, whereas Glaphyrocysta pas-
tielsii apparent ly does not. Two other species (Gla-
phyrocysta divaricata and Apectodinium quinquela-
ium) occur on the Labrador Shelf, the former being 
present in Grand Banks assemblages also, the latter 
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not. This suggests that , while environmental condi-
tions on the Grand Banks in the Early Eocene were 
closely similar to those of northwest E u r o p e , condi-
tions on the Scotian Shelf to the south and the 
Labrador Shelf to the north were sufficiently diffe-
rent to affect markedly the composition of the 
microplankton flora. 
Most of the papers on Tert iary assemblages from 
India contain descriptions and illustrations so poor 
that comparisons are difficult. Nevertheless , at least 
three of the species encountered (Deflandrea oebis-
feldensis, Kisselovia tenuivirgula and Glaphyrocysta 
exuberans) do occur also in that region; the actual 
number probably is much higher. Only two of the 
Belgian species (Ceratiopsis leptoderma and Apec-
todinium quinquelaium) have been repor ted from 
Siberia and none from Austral ia, New Zea land , 
Argent ina or Chile. 
Though monographic inequalities are surely a par-
tial cause for these disparities, nevertheless there 
is strong suggestion that , in the Early Eocene as in 
the Late Cre taceous , there were three major dino-
flagellate cyst realms, each divisible into distinct 
provinces and suites. Northwest Europe and the 
Grand Banks , it appears , continued to form part 
of the North Atlantic Province and of what L E N T I N 
and W I L L I A M S (1980) call the "Williams Sui te" . 
The Labrador Shelf and Scotian Shelf, however , 
appear to have been distinct, not only in terms of 
the species t reated in this paper but also in the 
distribution of o ther species, as indicated by B A R S S , 
B U J A K and W I L L I A M S (1979) and W I L L I A M S and 
B U J A K (1977b). It is here proposed that they be 
te rmed respectively the "Bujak Associat ion" and 
the "Br ideaux Associat ion", after two palynolo-
gists, J .P . B U J A K and W . W . B R I D E A U X , who have 
been concerned in the study of the dinoflagellate 
cysts of Canadian offshore cores. The Bujak Asso-
ciation may well reflect cool-water condit ions. Pre-
dictably, few species are held in common with the 
Early Eocene microflora of the Tethyan and South 
Tempera t e Realms as proposed by L E N T I N and 
W I L L I A M S (1980); in the Early Eocene , at least, 
there seems no indication that the Williams Suite 
was present in the South Atlantic Province. 
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Table I. 
The present taxonomic assignations here proposed for PASTIELS' Eocene species of dinoflagellate cysts and their known 
stratigraphical ranges. 
Present Name Pastiels1 Name Localities and Known 
Horizons of Occurrence Stratigraphical Range 
Quenast Forest fand Ostende 
Lower Upper 
Cf. Achomosphaera alcicornu Hystrichosphaeridium salpin- X _ _ _ _ [Late Cretaceous —Middle 
(Eis.) gophorum DEFL. (pars) Miocene] 
Achomosphaera ramulifera Hyslrichosphaciuliun, trifur- X X X X X Early Cretaceous (Valangi-
(DEFL.) catum EIS. (pars) nian)—Recent 
Adnatosphaeridium cf. vitta- Cannosphaeropsis reticulensis - - X - - [Early-Middle Eocene (Late 
tum (WILL. & DOWN.) (PAST, {pars) Ypresian-Lutetian )| 
Apectodinium homomor- Hystrichosphaeridium geome- X - - X - Late Palaeocene (Thanetian) 
phum (DEFL. & COOKS.) tricum PAST, (pars) - Early Oligocène (Rupelian) 
Apectodinium quinquelaium Hystrichosphaeridium geome- X X - X - Early-Late Eocene (Late 
(WILL. & DOWN.) tricum PAST, (pars) Ypresian —Bartonian) 
Araneosphaera araneosa Hystrichosphaeridium salpin- - X - - - Early-late Eocene (Ypresian-
EATON gophorum DEFL. (pars) Bartonian) 
Ceratiopsis leptoderma Peridinium cf. galeatum - X - - - Late Palaeocene! Ihanctian) 
VOZZH. LEJ.-CARP. (/Mrs) — Early Eocene (Ypresian) 
? Cleistosphaeridium Hystrichosphaeridium brevi- X X X - - — sp. plur. indet. spinosum (EIS.) 
Deflandrea oebisfeldensis Peridinium cf. galeatum - X - - - Late Palaeocene (Thanetian) ALBERTI LEJ.-CARP. (pari) — Lower Eocene (Ypresian) 
Glaphyrocysta divaricata Membranilarnax pterosper- X - - - Late Palaeocene (Thanetian) 
(WILL. & DOWN.) moides O. WE. (/W.S) — Early Eocene (Ypresian) 
Glaphyrocysta exuberans Membranilarnax pterosper- X - - - - Late Palaeocene (Thanetian) 
(DEFL. & COOKS.) moides O. W E . (pars) - Early Oligocène (Rupelian) 
Glaphyrocysta pastielsii Membranilarnax cf. //radi's- X _ - - - Late Palaeocene (Thanetian) 
(DEFL. & COOKS.) coidesO. WE. — Late Eocene (Bartonian) 
Impletosphaeridium cf. trans- Hystrichosphaeridium fluc- ? - 1 7 [Early Eocene (Ypresian)j fodum MORG. tuans ElS. (pars) 
Kisselovia tenuivirgula Hystrichosphaeridium geome- - - - X - Early-Middle Eocene (Late 
(WILL. & DOWN.) tricum PAST, (pars) Ypresian-Lutetian) 
Lentinia wetzelii MORG. Peridinium cf. galeatum 
LEJ.-CARP. (pars) - X - - - Early-Late Eocene (Ypresian-Bartonian) 
Cf. Lingulodinium machaero- Hystrichosphaeridium cf. /»>- - - - X X [Early Palaeocene (Late 
phorum (DEFL. & COOKS.) Mum forma minor O. WE. Danian) —Recent | 
Nematosphaeropsis reticulen- Cannosphaeropsis reticulensis X - - - - Early-Middle Eocene 
sis (PAST.) PAST, (pars) (Ypresian-Lutetian) 
Polysphaeridium belgicum Hystrichosphaeridium fluc- - - - X - Early Eocene (Ypresian) SARJ. tuans ElS. (pars) 
Polysphaeridium subtile Hystrichosphaeridium cf. /»>- X - - - X Early-Late Eocene 
DAV. & WILL. sufttfn (EHR.) (Ypresian-Bartonian) 
Polysphaeridium sp. Hystrichosphaeridium pseud-
hystrichodinium DEFL. 
X X - X - — 
Spiniferites ramosus var. Hystrichosphaeridium trifur- X X X X X Early Cretaceous (Valangi-
multibrevis DAV. & WILL. catum ElS. (pars) nian) — Middle Miocene 
Spiniferites ramosus var. Hystrichosphaeridium ramu- X X X X X Early Cretaceous — Recent 
ramosus (EHR.) lifera DEFL. 
Spiniferites ramosus var. Hystrichosphaeridium furcata - X - - - Middle Cretaceous (Early reticulata (DAVEY) (EHR.) Albian) —Early Eocene 
(Ypresian) 
Thalassiphora delicata Spore incertae sedis: - X - - - Early Palaeocene (Danian) -WILL. & DOWN. Specimen no. 3 Pliocene 
Tityrosphaeridium exilimu- Hystrichosphaeridium salpin- X - - - - Late Palaeocene (Thanetian) 
rum (DAVEY & WILL.) gophorum DEFL. (pars) — Early Eocene (Ypresian) 
Tityrosphaeridium gracile Hystrichosphaeridium tuhi- X X X - - Late Cretaceous (Maastrich-
(EIS.) ferum (EHR.) tian) — Early Oligocène 
(Rupelian) 
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Present Name Pastiels' Name 
Localities and 
Horizons of Occurrence 
Known 
Stratigraphical Range 
Quenast Forest Gand Ostende 
Lower Upper 
Wetzeliella articúlala Eis. 
Wetzeliella meckelfeldensis 
lobisca (WILL. & DOWN.) 
Proximate cysts gen. et sp. 
indet. 
Proximate cysts gen. et sp. 
indet. 
Hystrichosphaeridium articu-
latum (EIS.) (pars) 
Hystrichosphaeridium articu-
latum (Eis.) (pars) 
Palaeoperidinium sp. 1 
Palaeoperidinium sp. 2 
X X X -
X -
X - X 
X -
Early Eocene (Ypresian) — 
Middle Oligocène (Early 
Chattian) 
Late Palaeocene (Thanetian) 
— Middle Eocene (Lutetian) 

